Title word cross-reference

#Psychology [VSK18].

+ [RCN+14]. 013 [dCPF14], 10 [TBW+12], 20 [LGH+14], 3 [HZQ+17], 9 [vdBBdK16]. 2 [TSMTDLCH11]. a [San12c]. C^d [PPM+17]. ch [FMPP10]. d [DCS12]. f [FESD11]. g [ADV13, ACHVH10, BB16, LF12a, SS14]. H [BLA16, Egg10e, Egg11e, Egg11f, MHLGHV14, MHC^+15, MZE19, ZYZ14, Abb13, ADV13, uARA19, ACHVH10, Ask18, AA16, AMI18, BL10, BIL15, BI18a, BK11, BBL17a, BBL17b, BW10, BSMD11, BL18, CG14, CF18, DGDG11, Egg10d, Egg11b, Egg11c, Egg13a, Egg13b, Egg14b, FGMM12, FMM13a, GP13, GBB15, GQAM19, Gläi10, Gläi12, HAA14, HSW10, HK12, Jac12, Laz10, LF12a, LZGQ13, MR13, MJHG13, MKHB15a, MKHB15b, OBG11, Pra10e, Pra17a, RAA18, Rya16, Saa10, San12c, SCGZR16, SS10b, Sch15b, SS14, SJOC18, TH19, Tur16, YR10, YAC10, ZGY16, ZGJ18, dS18, dSD18b, dSD18c]. H_2 [VB12]. h_a [Hir19b, LBO19, Hir19a]. H_1 [ZYZ14]. h_m
h_{men} \{Ask18\}, \ h_T \{Pra10b, San12c\}, \ h_q \{ACHVH10, FM11b\}, \ h_w \{BIL15\}, \ j \{Tod11\}, \ N \{Par14c, BASL16\}, \ p \{AA10, Pra10a, Pra11b\}, \ \phi \{Cab13\}, \ \pi_v \{Vin10b\}, \ q \{AdAdAM10, CS11a\}, \ R \{San12c\}, S \{LW10\}, \ \varphi \{SOBM16\}, \ z \{ZCL14\}, \ z_p \{ZP16\}.

-0967-y \{dCPF14\}. -Classics \{MHLGHV14, MHC^{+15}\}. -core \{ZR10\}. -cores \{SCGZR16\}. -curve \{LW10\}. -exponential \{AdAdAM10\}. -grams \{BASL16\}. -Index \{SJOC18, uARA19, ACHVH10, A010, AM18, BL10, BIL15, B18a, BK11, BBL17a, BBL17b, Cab13, CF18, DCS12, DGDG11, Egg10d, Egg11b, Egg11c, Egg13a, Egg13b, FMPP10, FM11b, FGMM12, GQAM19, Glâ10, HAA14, HSW10, Jac12, Laz10, LF12a, MJHG13, MKHB15a, MKHB15b, OBG11, Pra10a, Pra10c, Pra17a, RAA18, Rya16, Sa10, SOBM16, Sch15b, TH19, Tod11, Tur16, Vin10b, YAC10, ZP16, dS18, dSD18b, dSD18c, BLA16, BB16, Egg11e, Egg11f, FMM13a, MHLGHV14, MZE19, PPM^{+17}, ZY14\}.

-Index-based \{ZGJ18\}. -indices \{ACHVH10, Pra11b\}. -like \{BW10\}. -rank \{BIL15\}. -related \{ZGY16\}. -score \{ZCL14\}. -sequence \{Egg10c\}. -similarity \{SS10b\}. -Tuple \{Par14c\}. -Type \{Abb13, Egg11c, Egg14b, Glâ12, LZGQ13, MR13\}. -Value \{FESD11\}. -year \{LGH^{+14}, TBW^{+12}, vdBbDK16\}.

//doi.org/10.1007/s11192 [Glâ18].


30-year [MDDG17].

5 \{VFA10\}. 5-top \{TBB^{+16}\}.

6 \{VFA10\}. 6th \{OA10a, OA10b, OA10c\}.

7 [BPHL16]. 7th [KÖG12].
A&HCI [WF18]. A. [Fie15b]. ability [Cab13, HH19, Rou12a, SOBM16, Sch12b]. above [GRSFV11]. abridged [MAA+11]. abroad [PD10, RcdJ+14, SL17]. ABS [WLZ+15]. Absolute [MKHB13a, MKHB13b]. absorptive [MJC12]. abstract [SI17]. abstracts [KD18, LY16a, Pau10, RM18]. Abt [Bue12]. academia [GB14a, HYC15, Lei16, OK13, Oze12a, Oze12b, BKG16, BA15]. Academic [CHM15, CXZ19, DY18, DC17, Har16d, LCY14, MCCU16, SM14, TCR10, Tor13, YC10, ZW17b, ZL15b, VHD+16, AAH10, ADD11d, ADM14, ADR16a, ADD18b, ACFL11, AI17, AÇA+14, ÁCCG+15, BHB13, BI18a, BCT19, Bre13, CMu1dF15, Car16, COT16a, CHC13, CB18, CR18, DTM+13, DRMMC19, DMV10, Doc13, DRS14, DJWS11, DGF17, Dya14, Egg11d, Fyc15, FFL16, FSC14, FDVZ16, GRSS16, GRSFV14a, GRSFV18, GVS17, GB16, GBl7a, GB17b, Gus19, HAL11, HK19, HJL18, HC14a, HC15a, HC16a, HB18b, HFW+14, HG13, Hud17, IT11, JKPL18, JBMR11, JL18b, JKS15, Keg15, KBT14, Ken18, KG10b, KJW+17, KMI2, KR17b, LCFC14, LM15, LG17, LLX+18, Lتز18, MPy+13, MR15, MM18, MM19, MMOM1C16, MMOM1C18b, MR18b, MT12a, MKHB16, OJVM17, OKCP17, OMR13b, OMR14, OMMMLTC17, Ort15, dFPYdCL12, PNVC1B18]. academic [PTMT10, PTMT11, PPI17, RG12, Rha17, RPDCRVRP15, RD13, SBT18, SH14a, SS14, SBS15, SBS16, Shl11, SC10, SPdSM16, SM17, TSRGG17, Tor14, VB12, WM19, WHLP16, WYB+17, WBX+17, YQX10, YS13, YZ17, Yr15, Yr16a, ZL15a, ZLS19, ZL15a, ZGL+17, ZB15, ZYS16, Zhu17, dSNV18, dSD18b, dSD18c, vFPD13, HA17a, HA17b, HBB18, HOB17, HB17b, The18a, The18c]. academically [PL18]. academicians [DOB+18, KKE13, YGW+15]. academies [Ben15, BC13b, COS11b, HM15a, HM15b, ILP13, KM12, MS13, Mix18, Sun18, TV17, Yr18b, Yr18c, ZW17a]. Academy [Fan15a, YGW+15, ZCZ+16, KHH18, CD16a, HSBW10, WS13b]. accelerated [VGpdlC+17]. Acceleration [Kra10, Sun12c]. acceptable [KB11b]. acceptance [AND19, HTL15, KBA17, Oos15]. accepted [BHDI18, TC11, TC13]. Access [AC12, GOPG13, SMLHCP17, Wra16a, AOFU10, Asel10, BND11, DGGBDG17, Fuk17, GFC18, GWA14, JN15, JMM15, KPJT14, Lla14, LL16, LP18a, OMLC15, PB18, PP16, Sni16, SE18, WLMF15a, WLF15, WLMF15b, YXW18, ZW18a, ZW14, Zhu17, MSB18, Wra16b]. accessibility [RWG+15]. acclimation [MSP+15]. accommodate [HAA14]. accomplishments [Hei13]. according [AYS16, BS15a, HV18b, OMLC14, PYW18, SOBM16, SYDW19, Waa13]. account [GTMR+16, GTMR+19, Hir10, LldMAM11, NF13, ZL18a]. accounting [AD13, BKL15, SP12b, Tö11]. accreditation [STCRPA18]. Accumulation [Pet18a]. Accuracy
[Cab11, DRS18, KT15, ÁBMB17, Don17, Lop10, MVS10, Or18, PLWS14].

**Accurate** [Mae16, KB10, MCR+12]. **accurately** [MB10a]. **achievement** [NASR11]. **Achilles** [HLSC18]. **acknowledgement** [MK18, PHDC16, RJ14, WS11]. **acknowledgements** [Mor16, Rig13].

**acquisition** [GSM+16, PYK13]. **across** [ADM14, ADD14b, BKG16, BM12b, Cha16, CZPR17, DMM13, DGDGSV15, GRSFV14a, GZ14a, GNS+15, HL13, Hur17, KR17b, LNMQRR15, MS18a, ÖS17, PP117, SC10, Sug11, TCB16].

**Act** [TR14]. **Active** [HWQ+18]. **activism** [ML16a]. **activities** [AAH10, ADD17b, GGG14, GRSFV14a, GL15, HAL11, HR15, KM12, LZZ+12, LM13b, MT15, Ort17, PS13, TR14, WS10, ZS17]. **activity** [BGM17, CP12b, GZ11, HHK+12, HHZ14, HIG+17, Kaz15, LMDG16, MB10b, NTM+18, PRDG17, TBB+16, WS13a, YYS+10, ZZ14]. **actor** [RTP17]. **actual** [LL16]. **acupuncture** [FZZ+12b]. **adaptable** [SSG+18].

**adaptive** [VHH16]. **add** [MMSS11, TSG13]. **added-value** [TSG13].

**Address** [Wal16]. **additional** [CC14]. **additive** [LNRSRBB18, TTC17].

**address** [AKB+10, Kra13, MAGAM13, SRW18]. **addresses** [MSA13].

**adequate** [SLISC17]. **adjectives** [Lei16, OK13]. **Adjusted** [Doc12, OCM+12].

**Administration** [CDD15, CAS16, QA18].

**administrative** [CYW+11]. **administrators** [ALH15, LZCZ18].

**advice** [FB10, LMKG19].

**advicee** [DRMMC19, LTK+18]. **advisor** [DRMMC19, HB18b, LTK+18]. **advisor-advicee** [LTK+18]. **Aedes** [VACCAJ18].

**aegypti** [VACCAJ18].

**af** [dJC15]. **aect** [CMUdF15, CRMdMA15, GYZ15, HC16a, JJS+12, LCZ17, Sch10b, WG11, Yur16a].

**aecting** [ACFL11, ACMP13, CCC13, IMHG12, qInShPL17, TAA16]. **aects** [ZHG16].

**affiliation** [DF14, IFT+18, VO17].

**affiliations** [BBP14, CLB13, HL17, SGM+16, TA14a, ZSCR+18].

**affinity** [CRBRG+18, VYL17].

**Africa** [Pou10, AGHL14, Ban18, CddJ15, Fed13, ILP11, ILP13, LMM15, MOA16a, Meg13a, Meg13c, OM11, Pou10, PP11, Pou12, PH14, SdJdD19, SS10c, Soo10a, Soo10b, Soo11a, Soo14a, Soo17, Soo18, ZL18a]. **African** [Bos10, vWBS+16, CG15b, KB18, Mat12, Mat13, Med15, MPF18, PM18, PB12, QA18, TP11, ZCKZ16]. **after** [BL11b, HM18, LIF16, KGB+18, Kra10, Mix18, Sool10b]. **against** [CFS18, Fed13].

**Age** [Soó14b, SST+16, ADD18b, Abt12, Bur12, CB11, Egg10c, GB17a, JKJL14, MZ14, Par14a, RAA18, San12b]. **age-independent** [San12b]. **Age-sensitive** [Soó14b]. **ageing** [GZ17, ZG17d].

**agencies** [HH18].

**Agency** [EBR16, CFP14, MAB18]. **agenda** [HS16b, Jon10]. **agendas** [HS16b]. **Agent**
Agent-based [Ahr17, NH11, BGBS18, KPRT16, KTRP17, RT17, WG11].

Agriculture [CP12b, BBJS16, SK16, ZZY13, KSB11]. Agrifood [BS11]. AHFS [TKA17].


AIDS [Bou11, ZG17e]. agony [GGG16b]. agree [BD16a, BGJ16].

Aggregated [Bha11, XLR15]. aggregating [GRSFVdMA14, dZLwC15].

aggregation [ACORC11]. aggregating [GRSFVdMA14, dZLwC15].

Aggregates [ACORC11]. aggregating [GRSFVdMA14, dZLwC15].

aggregates [ACORC11]. aggregating [GRSFVdMA14, dZLwC15].

Agriculture [CP12b, BBJS16, SK16, ZZY13, KSB11]. Agrifood [BS11]. AHFS [TKA17].


AIDS [Bou11, ZG17e]. agony [GGG16b]. agree [BD16a, BGJ16].

Aggregated [Bha11, XLR15]. aggregating [GRSFVdMA14, dZLwC15].

aggregation [DRI10b, Yu15]. Aggregative [YKLK14].

Aggregation [Bha11, XLR15]. Aggregative [YKLK14].


agony [GGG16b]. agree [BD16a, BGJ16].

Aggregated [Bha11, XLR15]. aggregating [GRSFVdMA14, dZLwC15].

aggregation [Bha11, XLR15]. Aggregative [YKLK14].

Agriculture [CP12b, BBJS16, SK16, ZZY13, KSB11]. Agrifood [BS11]. AHFS [TKA17].
KM18a, KKLP17, KBZS15, MVS10, MYN$^+$15, PV15, Pen19, RC13a, RBC$^+$10, SIS17, YLL15a, YL12, YST12, AHUR11, ADV10, ADD11c, ADS17a, ADS17b, Agu12, APPS15, AG13, AR18, AW10, ABGS14, AYS16, AW11, ABL17, ACD14, Ase10, ANA18, BB10, BL10, Bai18, BY13, BHPvdPMR18, BDtcV17, BHK11, BPJ$^+$14, BV13, BHS14, BK11, Bar17b, Bas11, BMM17, BFGVV$^+$18, BFS17, BL11a, Bel13, Ben11, BGMB16, Bha16, BP11, BBP14, BS17, BMTA15, BWD10, BHJ12, Bor15a, Bor16, BYY17, BHH18, BL13, BZBPLP16, ByLbH16, BWbH$^+$18, Bue15, BS19, ÇAAÇ15, CD16a, CD17, CHWL12, CZW13, CD14, CVD14, CD16b, CB15, CLL$^+$17, CHC17, CZPR17, CL11, Che11, CBF13, CWJC14, CJY$^+$15, CY13, CRZG0VQA15, CS11b).

analysis [CL17a, CYK$^+$11, CBKL13, Chu14, Cle16, CFM15, CG15b, CPF18, CdMcdMMdP17, CvLvR11, CV14, COS11b, CNC18, CAS16, DSG$^+$15, DRMMC19, Dan14, Das16, DMM13, DVB14, DVB15, DGPL15, DC17, DcL$^+$12, DGGBG17, DB16, ES16a, EMSH16, EDEH16, EBK16, EW15, Ell18, EC16, ÈMS$^+$13, ENST16, EN17, ET15, ES18, Etz13a, FJ11, FZQ17, Fun18, FMU16, FZZ17, FFR$^+$17, FS12, FMP17a, FFR16, FRPP17, FP18, FdSdO17, FB16, FM11a, FM12, Fra17, FSLR10, FZZ$^+$11, FZZ$^+$12b, FLH14, FH16, Fulk14, Fulk17, FK18, FS011, FSOS12, GW15a, pGDTD12, GGG14, GG14, GCLG15, GRE14, Gar15, Geo17, GE11, GM12, GW10a, Glä12, GHT17, GNVqDMG11, GTGABAG15, GTAG18, GdODAG$^+$13, GW14, GFK$^+$18, GBGB13, GB12, GHA$^+$15, HG10, HAL11, HT11, Hal13, Ham11, HM18, HH17a, HSAK18, HB18a].

analysis [HB18b, HLSC18, HL13, Hol14, HH15c, HH17c, HLC17, Hol10, Hos11, Hou17, HYC18, HT15, HC15c, HC17, HHGZ11, HHDL13, HZ17, HWQ$^+$18, HWS18, HYYL12, HLY14, HCl16b, HFC11, HDZ$^+$15, HYC15, HHA$^+$16, HH17e, HH18, HYS18, Hud16, HOB17, HLLT14, IKW18, IA19, IH14, IFH15, JYW11, JC12, JPZ14, JBC19, JDG14, KGB11, KG10a, Ke13, KZ13, KW15, KLP16, Kim10, Kim14, KGL$^+$14, KPL19, KKH13, KB18, KGB$^+$18, KS17, KG16, KM16, KM18c, LP18a, LGR17, Lam12, LBCO19, LGL10, LKP11, LYG1$^+$11, LGPC18, LLL12, LKS$^+$14, LSKK15, Lec15, LJS16, LK17, LPMK17, LZZ$^+$12, LZZ$^+$13, Ley13a, Ley13b, LKY17, LYWSV13, LGZ$^+$13, LJKG15, LSS15, LSS16, LQW17, LWL17, LWR$^+$17, LP18b, LRS$^+$18, LRY18, LC18, LCFC14, LW15, Lin12, LCY14, Lin18, LD16, LW10, LSY11, LHW12, LFLG14, LXL15, LWM$^+$15, LTH15, LYL15, Lin16, LXL16, LLY$^+$16, LCLX16].

analysis [LM16, LZC17, LTK$^+$18, LHH19, LdSffFNM17, LDVGSR16, LJM15, LAW14, LDZ17, LWW$^+$11, LP17, MSYW12, MH16a, ML18, MC13, Mad15, MntcR$^+$15, Mom14a, MM14a, MWH14, MBL18, MJC14, MDDG17, MGMV$^+$18, MCbF16, Mch07, MCCU16, MF14, MdFda$^+$14, MT15, MSB18, Moe17, MPH16, MD18, MT12a, MDFGM14, MEG15, MFF$^+$16, MMH12b, Mue18, MRR17, MAGSTR15, MKF14, NTM$^+$18, NRAW17, NSH$^+$11, NSKO15, NHF12, NP11, NHH17, NBR$^+$11, NPP$^+$12, NHY$^+$14, NT17, OGOPPR17, OZK11, OMOR13a, OMLC14, OAI10c, Ort17, OE15, PFIL17, Pan14, PY14, PLJ18, PHBN$^+$15, PLW$^+$15, PR10, PCRMCB$^+$18, PRSB16, PKL$^+$16, PhD18, PQG14, PMN16, PHS12, QRJ$^+$17,
QL12, RG15, RMC13, RM18, RAS15, RR17, RGGBV16, RJ14, RCJ18, RRGBMA13, RBBG18, SR15, SC18, SFBS17, SH15a, SZMS17, SB15, SMCC18, SBB16, SHS15. **analysis**

WYvE11, YK14, YLL10, ZKC+16, ZWW+16]. applications
[CFP14, CC16, KM17b, Lor14, MT12b, NT17, SPS14, TTC17, YK15, ZRY+12].
applied [HRH10, HSXL14, KHK13, LGL10, MDG10, SM16a, VB12,
dAcdfC18, ddMS15, Pen19]. apply [EC16]. Applying
[BG17, KLL14, Saa10, ZC14, Mad15, NF13, TE18]. appointing [BN14].
appointment [Hos11]. appointments [GG15b]. appraisal [GY12, VPM16].
approach [AF15a, AF15b, AS18a, Ama18b, AjdFC15, Ano17c, AMMT16,
AJCACrMA16, BVOL18, BASL16, BT18b, BT18c, BGM17, BM14a,
BCC+17, BDC+12, CMT19, CLL+17, CSC14, CfCdC+14, CMVP16,
DLL+16b, DLL+16a, DFS15, DNAH15, DQ11, DGDG15, DPF+16,
DCY+17, FMP17a, FVVS18, FGMM12, GGS17, GSMT10, GGP14,
GG15b, HT11, Har13a, HSAK18, HB18b, Ho16, HR15, HWQ+18, JBM11,
JYM+16, JDLIV14, KHS+15, KMP+11b, KCP12, KLPP16, KD14, KPRT16,
KTRP17, LCC+17, Lam12, LGL10, LMKG19, LPC17, LGPC18, LYQ12,
Li18, LLGW13, LdZwC+17, LL13b, MXZ18, MRGT13, MHTB17, MH14,
Moh12, MGGdP17, MRN14, MAGB16, NJ10, Nic14, dBONM+19, OA10a,
Par14b, Pra10c, Pra10d, RAM18, RD13, SH19, SP12a, SMAABJ11, SMCC18,
SLK12, tScL13, TSG13, Tor14, VvHL10, VG14, WNS13, WWP14, WDP11,
WA18a, XCS+16, YLL15a, YSY+13, YKK13]. approach
[ZG17e, ZL+17, dSTL18]. approaches [ANOdFC12, CLB13, KKK+14,
MB16a, Moe10, RN19, SN10, VB+17, WvE13, WCP18]. approaching
[OI17]. appropriability [SZ18]. appropriate [ADC12, MCR+12, Moe10].
appropriation [GAPP18]. approximate [TW10]. aquaculture
[DMM13, NFH12]. aquatic [LH14, LAdAM17]. Arab [Ibr18, SZAJS14].
Arabia [SZMS17, SZMS18, SFM16, SLK12]. arbitrage [YKK13]. archive
[ZW18a]. archived [BC17]. Archives [CRLMLM17, MKYM+17, The18a].
archiving [Laa14, LP18a]. Archives [CRLMLM17]. Arctic [HYY12].
ARDL [ILP13]. Area
[CDC13, BLdC17, Egg13c, GdOdA13+17, HTHB11, KHVG+16, Kha13a,
Kha13b, LOMLP+17, MCvF16, MGMW14, OA10b, OA10c, Pin15,
RGdC17, San12c, SP12b, SAV16, UBTS16, PQG14]. area [Sch12a].
areas [FK17, GGS14, GB11, HHK+12, HHZ14, LCC12, LS13, MNDf16,
Pet18a, RCDJ+14, SH15b, FK18]. arena [WLY14]. Argentina
[CRFM+12, MC13, MAAHS10]. Argentinean [CRMdMA15]. Argentinian
[GZM15]. arise [GRSF14a]. arisen [Har16d]. arithmetically
[Hag10b]. Armenia [GHA+15]. art [Ano16b, DG16, ENST16, LWB16, LMR16,
PFDL17, RMdO17, UMD12, Wad16, Wad17]. artefact [Van12]. Article
[BS15b, JN11, PB18, ABMRV14, Avk13, BS15a, BBSS16c, CGPT15, CP16,
DB16, EGR13, dCPF14, FESD11, GdA14, KCT+17, LLH+16, LDZ17, MT13a,
MSC18, NG16, QA19, SP14, WLMF15a, WLMF15b, Zit12, dW15, AZSA14].
article-level [LLH+16]. Articles [Bha11, AYS14, Ase10, BIH18, Cab14,
CC11a, CSS+16, CVD14, Cav15b, Cha14, Cha18c, CHY13, Che18a, CHL10,
CH12, DBO+18, ES15, dCPF14, FH16, FI16, GRSFV12a, GdA14, HII+18,
HBS+19, Ho16, HV18b, HYLY12, HLY14, HW12, HP10, IWK18, JN15,

bankruptcy [CRBRG+18]. bans [RCJ18, Ano17a, The17c]. Bar-Ilan [Ano17a, The17c]. Barsotti [Pra17a].
base [FRPP17, GLÜGML16, Ham11, HMK+12, MKF14, RY14, SdJDD19, WOW10, ZG17c, ZLH+15].

Based
[CXZ19, DLL+16b, AAH10, AF15a, AJSN18, ACD11, Ahr17, uARA19, AÇA+14, ACHVH10, ÁCCG+15, Ama18a, ADD+15, AW11, AGLNRR14, AMMT16, AYS+13, Ask18, AMI18, BK10, BKL15, Bel17, BGBS18, BT18b, BTR18c, BSBG18, BM14b, BH16c, BYY17, Boy17b, BN14, BDC+12, Cab11, CHWL12, CHLI5, Cha18c, CZPR17, CCLL14, CC12b, CYH13, CHL10, CL16, De 13, DMB17, Egg14b, ÊMS+13, Eto13, EHK12, FZZ17, FSSPG+15, FE16a, FE16b, FMN14, FA10, Gal11, GTD14, HK19, HYG+17, HGH17a, HB18b, HLC17, HH10, HP18, HJ+13, Hos11, HTL15, HSPY15, HZL+17, HHI17e, HYS18, IA19, JSZ13, JH16, JDLV14, JS15, Jun12, KMD+18, KM15a, KWM+18, KT15, KJP16, Kha13a, Kha13b, KP12b, KD14, KL17, Kis11b, KB13, KB18, KJES16, KW17, KPRT16, KTRP17, KK17, KR17a, LGR17, LVSL18, LSC10, LS17a, LPMK17].
based
[LZZ+12, LZZ+13, LCR13, LKR14, LZ14, LYWSV13, LYQG12, LGZ+13, LZWF15, LSS15, LSS16, LPL16, Li18, LP18b, LRY18, LS11, LCD+14, LGH+14, LW+15, LM16, LdZW+17, LL13b, LDZ17, MLOY18, MV10, MR13, ML15a, MB13, MHTB17, MCR+12, MM15a, MD18, Mool5, MKHB13b, NH11, NA12, PFML17, PYK12, PJJ17, PHL17, PRDG17, PZ17, PPM+17, RAA18, RRL16, RT17, RFGBM13, RPK16, RP17a, RPK17, SOBM16, SBSR19, SS10b, Sch10a, SZAS16, SK17, SLK12, SKCK14, Shu17, SV19, SPdSM16, Smi12, SM15, SH18, SDP+19, TW10, TLSH14, TA18, TSMTDLC11, Van14, VO17, VT10, WRM17, WYAY12, WLLL12, WZLZ13, WC14, WLY14, WDS16, WK17, WLC17, WGI1, Won13, WHL+17, WKHS19, XGY+16, Yan14, mYqS15, YLL15a, YQQX10, YWC12, YS13, YZW+17, YLL10, YCK11, YLH17, YL10, YYL10, YHL+18, ZPG+14, ZY124, ZZL+10, ZJGL10, ZCL14, ZPZG14, ZCL15].
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[AW11, OGOPPR17, RFGBMA13, Dan14, DVB14, FZZ17, GW15a, HHD13, LH12, RAS15, WLLL12, WCL14, WZW15, Xie15, YLL15b, YWC12, ZLL+17, ZSY+13]. coactivity [CHY16]. coastal [dCdSNB15]. coauthors [Aus14a, BLA16, Bou14b]. coauthorship [BLdlCV17, CÔT16a, FB16, GPN10, Hir10, KD14, LL15, XXL+17, YDZ10]. Cobbold [MKP16]. code [LPB14]. codes [BM12b]. coefficient [Rou11, SS10a]. coevolution [XXL+17]. cognition [SMCC18]. Cognitive [PSV+19, Bru10, CdMcMdMdP17, GSE+18, ML13, Oze12b, RGLE16, xShLY+15, TW10, VYL17, BD12b]. Cogno [JAA18]. Coherence [LKSK15, RM10]. coherent [YLH+17]. cohesion [AP16, TCC17]. Cohesive [CH14, Keg15]. cohort [CIL+16, SST+16]. cohorts [CÔT16b, ÖS17, TCB16]. coin [dOM16]. collaborate [IDKF17, SLXD15]. collaborating [LBGdMA13, WXW+13]. Collaboration [KM15b, KMFD12, LSC12, LCC12, Ort11, Oze12a, PR10, PR14, RGM16, RHKG16, TCB16, WLR+14, WHL+15, AAI+10, AHUR11, ADS10a, AD14, ADD19, AER+14, ACFL11, AGHL14, Ama16, Ard12, Avk13, BH10, BK16, BPHL16, Bre13, BFM+14, BMD+18, CGC18, CÔT15, CH13a, CH14, CBF13, CF14, CG17, CdJD15, CLI7a, Choi2, CB16, CdSpM13, CQB16, EES13, ELP11, FYC15, FUR10, FK16, FMK+15, FFL16, FV10, FFB16, GGG14, Gau17, GD11, GZGAC16, GZGAC17, GHS18, GKK15, GPN10, GRG12, GLM11, HSL+14, HTHB11, HG17, HsSV16, HEH18, wHwH11, HCL14, HDC13, HYC15, IBL13, JK19, JvGH10, Jan10, JCK11, JG12, KM15a, KLM16, KA13, KA17, KL14, KKBW17, KB11c, Kos16a, KdBBK15, KGK15, KJ14, KM16, KR17b, Lan13, LZZ+12, LZZ+13, LT16, LLLL18, LCWY12, Lia11]. collaboration [LZC17, LNK+14a, LNK+14b, LRA14, LXH+18, ML14, ML18, MM16, MM14a, MOA16a, MR15, MLLL17, MLV12, Még13a, MGB16, NHH17, NAI18, NQ14, OVMJ17, OA10b, OA10c, OE15, OPGW+13, ONB17, Oze12b, PCR18, PML+17, PS17, PJB12, PPI17, PH14, Pra13, RFVEd1M10, RRLAG15, RRS18, RPDCRVP15, RPK16, SFS17, SH15b, SS10a, SIR+14, SIS17, SS10c, SL13, SC10, SLK12, SB14, Sool10b, Sool14a, Soo17, THAL15, TS11a, TS11b, TA11, TP11, TA17, VuHL10, WWL17, WXLI12, WXW+13, WLN+14, WT15, WHP16, WYB+17, WDL17, WOW10, WD13, YPY17, YBI14, YHL+18, ZHG16, ZCKZ16, ZLYF14, ZYSS14, ZG17b, ZW17a, ZL18, ZSCHR+18, ZG11, ZZW14, ZLH+16, ZZ16, ZZZ+12, ZZYY+14, ZZYY+13, ZT14, ZL15b, ZB15, ZZFD18a, vdPR18, vPD13]. Collaborations [KM18c, ADS12, ADD18a, CGKB18, GLS16, GR14, qJuShPL17, KJ13, KRR14, LMM15, MSdBC16, MGD17, OI17, PSB+17, SLXD15, TUC15, WP14, WP17, WBX+17, ZCZ+16]. Collaborative [TA15, dSFSF15, AhOL14, AjdFC15, BGAAM15, FSO11, GGR11, GY15, GSPLVG+18, LT10a, LG15, OM11, Rou11, SS10a, ZS17, ZL+14, ZS11, ZTRH18]. collaborator [KJW+17, QZL+17]. collaborators [DCS12, GLD16, Moe16b, QA18]. collected [ABMB17]. collection [ACAGD+17, Ben12, GBM+16, Jac18, MSB18]. collections [SK13].

Comment [Ano18b, BGJ+16, Shu17, Ste17, BD16b, Hir19b, JW18, Lor10, OL11, Pra12a, Zit12]. commentary [Sch18b, Pat18, Wu18]. Comments [Ano12a, Bl18a, Bur12, CH12, Egg14a, Egg14b, dCPF14, Ho13a, LFLG14, Liu16, PA12, Pra11c, Pra17a, Rou11, Rou12a, BB17a, BWD10, BWD12, BHJD12, GdA14, HW12, LM13a, LZH+13, MS16a, Pra16b, Rod16, vL12].

Commerce [Gli18, LHC16, CYH13, SD13, Tsa15, YLL15a]. commercial [MT15]. commercialization [CK14, GP18a, WHLP16, WS13a, YC10].


commentative [Sug11]. communist [JKMS17, Pra18d]. communities [AAH10, APT13, BMZ+17, CZPR17, CyPP12, HGH17a, HLW19, KMF12, KM16, MGGDp17, SpdSM16, Sob11, TA11, URU10a, YDJ12, ZGL+17].

Community [Bos10, ELPP11, ZGL+17, BS17, BHJD12, BH15, CBQ16, De 13, Gar15, GZM15, HP$B$+14, KKL17, LML11, LZFW15, LA$D$AM17, MCLL17, MHKB16, RPGM10, RG18, SK16, Vel12, ZB12, dCdSNB15, P$u$10]. companies [CC10a, LLC+17, WZX11]. company [HR15, LJ10]. Comparative

[AS18b, BL10, CHC17, GHA+15, MC13, QDY14, SMY15, ddMS15, Ano17c, BPTG10, ÇAÇAÇ15, hCyL12, FM11a, FSO12, GG$S$17, GdODAg+13, GW10b, HG17, HC12, hHC15, HC16c, K$ZSZ$19, KJH+12, KB18, KJ14, LRS+18, Liu13, LXL15, Liu16, LXL16, LZ10, Moe17, MPH16, NSKO15, NASR11, RCdJ+14, SH15c, SWCH14, Tom18, Wan16, WW11, YQW13, ZPG+14, ZYG15, ZP15].

compare [ADS10a, BL18, RD13]. compared [ADV11, BG18, Med15, Ole12, Sot12]. Comparing [ABILO10, Ano15, CGZ10, DGDG13, Mik10, Sin18, SJOC18, SVCFI14, SH18, BB17b, HDW+15, KW17, MR10, Mëg13c, NSC13, PP18, Tsa11, Gus19].

Comparison [BLS15, CG18a, ES18, FH13, KKC18, MH16a, MB$R$+13, MKHB13b, OCM+12, PPK+16, SG10, SGG+14, TYWZ12, VBG+17, YK15, ZCL14, ADD11a, AZKR13, ACORC10, AYS14, Ask18, BSBG18, Cha13, CHY13, Che18a, CA12, Fra10, GRSFV12a, GTMRE+19, GTD14, GB14b, GZ14b, GW15b, GSE+18, HA16, HIG+17, HHBB18, HWL11, KCP12, KZC16, KHK13, LV11, LKY17, LLH+16, LJC+15, MMOMLC18a, MBT16, ML10, Ort18, PRRC16, PPE14, Sch11a, SSS+11, SM17, Sot10, SN10, TBS15,
Comparisons [MS18a, Wu14, BM14a, CSO17, FLZ17, KKL14, Moe16a, Tod11, VHH16].

Comparability [MS18b], compensation [HFW+14], competences [CC12b, SB19], competencies [LLC+17, WF17], competency [Lec12].

Competing [PLG19]. Competition [GRSFV18, HBT16, SFNO12, YPK13].

Competitive [Zin16, ACD11, ADD14b, Fan11, LF12b, RCCM14, VGPdIC+17, WLd+14, ZZPG14]. Competitive [ZKC+16, DCGZ+12, DNAH15, DQI11, MLOY18, WMT+12].

compatibility [MS18b]. compensation [DGDG11, RNM18]. complementarities [LWB16].

complementary [Dan14, FZZ+11, PLG19, Sah16, VG14]. complete [ACD13]. completely [MSC18]. completeness [ÂMB17, CIL+16].

Completing [MM15a, AA16]. completing [AA16]. Completing [ACCG+15, KPR16, ANOdFC12, Pen19, RP17a, ZG13c, ZWHH13, Zin16].

complexity [GZ17, Mag14b, WZS12]. compliance [Jam17]. component [TG18b, YZW+17]. components [Ley11b]. composers [Geo17].

Composite [BBSS16b, BBSS16c, BR11, MvdH13, Pra16b, tScL13, BBSS16a].

composition [Kim10, PRSB16]. compound [AP14]. compounds [ATCCAAB19, ZXH10]. comprehension [IA19]. Comprehensive [GQAM19, JDG14, LZGQ13, Moe16a, SL12a, AAV13, CCLL14, SGRMF15, SK17, TAA16, WMT+12, ZS11, YLL+15c]. comprising [APFR+13].

Computation [PT17, Cam14, Egg14a]. Computer [CHM15, CVC14, FAA13, GMZ15, HP10, SLd+17, SUP15, ATK17, dSAEE15, BI10b, BSG17, Cab13, Cav15b, Cha18a, DRCG17, ES16b, ERW12, FM17, Fie15b, Fra10, FSOS12, GLS16, GKV11, ILB11, ILB13, IBL13, LL13a, LRS+18, LSM+15, LHBC18, LSE+18, Mue18, QRJ+17, RMCM13, SB19, The17c, USPO15, ZY15, vEW10]. Computing [KHH18, VHH16, CVC+15, CLLH15, GSG+16, Ho16, HHH17e, LVSL18, LLGW13, NH11, ZX11].

Concentration [Io06, Jon10]. concept [FRdA16, GZ17, HRB+13, HRB+14, LWM+15, LM15, MHLGH14, McC14]. concepts [ANOdFC12, CNPG17, MG12, NPL13, PPE14, SB19]. conceptual [Car16, CLMN19, GZJ+15, MAGSTRC15, PCRMCB+18].

conceptualisation [Bor15b]. conceptualization [San12c]. concern [Glàë18]. concerning [LSL15, SM17]. condensed [TH19]. Condorcet [MOAI16b].

conduct [KM18c]. Conference [An10, Ano15, GGH+14, HSBB10, KÖG12, KG13, LHG16a, LRG10, OING12, SSAG16, ATK17, BSG17, Bar11, Bar17b, KKV+13, LMKG19, LYS+17, Lee19, LRS+18, MF14, MAA17, SFNO12, SHK14, WBX+17, BI10b].

connect [Vil10]. connected [BSKB17, SK16]. Connecting [RG18, Hsi11].

connection [Cha18b]. connections [BL15, Tu19]. connectivity [KGL+14, dFPYdCL12]. cons [Dem18]. consequences [HBT16, KH17, MG12, Hal14]. conservation [CWJB10, CLD13].

consideration [KM18b]. Considerations [BN14, BH17b, GRG12, Hei13, PHDC16, dSSdMAF14]. considering [LWL17, WLMF15a, WLMB15b]. consistency [KKL14].


cooperative [Cha17a]. coordinates [GSG16a]. cope [Bue15]. Coping [GBSZ15, Ano16b]. copying [GBSZ15]. Copyright [Jam17, LL16, LP18a].

Core [BHI16a, BHI16b, Cho12, Jac12, KLM16, MSB18, Aus13, Aus14a, Bou14b, CRR14, CS11b, Col17, Egg11f, GT11, Glä12, GT12, GT17, HLL14, HYLY12, HLY14, KMP11a, SD13, WQY12, WF17, XCS+16, YZW+17, YR10, Zel12, ZGY16, ICC16]. Core-periphery [Cho12, KLM16, Zel12]. CORE-ranked [ICC16]. coreness [PY14]. cores [SCGZ16]. corporate [CC10b, Che11, CSC12, TE18, vPD13]. corporations [PY13]. correct [FMM16]. correcting [Wra10, dSD18a]. Correction [APPF18, BT18a, BT18b, Dya17a, FK18, Kim19, MM19, RV18a, ZTP18a, Ano16a, Egg13a].
cross-citation [WQY12, ZJLG10]. cross-city [qJnShPL17]. cross-country [BN15, CHY13, DC17, GZ14b, LCY14]. cross-disciplinary [BFGVV18, CC11b, Fie15a, Fie15c, SY DW19, Sko14, SHK14, xShLY15, Tsa11, XYW17, YLSW16, Yu17, YHL18, Yur15, ZYS16, dPdCAdMC16, vLvWW16,}

COS11a, CHY13, CC11b, CKB14, DC17, Fie15a, Fie15c, SY DW19, Sko14, SHK14, xShLY15, Tsa11, XYW17, YLSW16, Yu17, YHL18, Yur15, ZYS16, dPdCAdMC16, vLvWW16,
SBSU15, HZ17, Ort18, ZLH⁺15, dCCMAW16a. data-different
[Ano17c, GGS17]. Data-driven [EBD15]. Data-mining [Corn15].

Database [CYW⁺11, BMM14, BB15, CHWL12, Cav15b, CWH11,
DGGBDG17, EDEH16, FMM13a, KY12, GKY18, KT15, LVS18, McC14,
MS12, dANR15, PFDL17, PIB18, Rod16, SA11, SA12, SM15, TE18, VO17,
kWhHRkS10, Ye14, ZWW⁺18, ZCMVQS11, dART⁺17]. databases
[AT⁺16, FMM15a, Gus19, Jac12, Pau10, Rod16, SSN19, ZYX⁺14]. dataset
[GT17, MXZ18, BH16a, BH16b]. datasets [BYY18]. date [AAG14]. David
[MHFB17, Par14c]. dawn [Etz13a]. Day [BHD18]. DBLP
[Kim18, Kim19, SKH14]. de-globalization [MHM⁺12a]. DEA
[HL13, ZG17f]. dealt [GVS17]. death [BS13a]. debate [HRH10].

Debunking [Pol16a]. decade
[BHPVdPMR18, DFS15, KVC15, MAA17, SA11, SA12, The18b]. Decades
[Nar12, FPS14, Far14, FZZ⁺11, FZZ⁺12a, FZZ⁺12b, LTK⁺19, RG15, TG18b,
WHH⁺18]. decentralization [LOMLFA⁺17]. decided [CKCK10]. decimal
[Cam14, Egg14a]. decision
[CDMcdMdMP17, LS17a, LD16, Ora17, vdBSS18]. decision-making
[vdBSS18]. decisions
[BD13, Fox17, GWG17, Med15, MG12, PR15, RSGFV18]. decline
[HH17a, Lv110, LM10]. declining [Hor18, THFBdMA18]. decomposing
[CRZGVQdMA16]. decomposition [HM18, IL14b, XCS⁺16].
deconcentration [MGM⁺17]. Deconstructing [Hag10a]. deconstruction
[LAL15]. decrease [Egg10c]. Decreasing [IS16]. deductive [SP12a]. Deep
[HHI⁺18, SH19]. deepest [COT16a]. DeepPatent [LHC18]. defenses
[Pol16a]. define [AD14]. Defining [PHS12, BGJB16].

Definition
[Cha19, CPY13, Hei13]. definitions [HLSC18, Mar11]. degree
[ADS11, CMdT14, JKPL18, LGZ⁺13, RPK17, SS10a, WLF15]. Déjà
[GREL14]. delay [LHW16, PS10, SRW⁺15, ZFY⁺17, ZYF⁺17]. Delayed
[EG18, BYY18, Li14, SSZL18]. deliberation [KP12b]. Delineating
[CGV12, MNdF16]. Delineation [LZB10, MAA⁺11, TT13, Zit15]. deliver
[ADD17a]. delivery [KPY16]. DEM-related [PLW⁺15]. demand [BR12].

Demise [KO18]. democracy [HRH10]. demographic [Ort15].
demographical [Han11]. demographics [ZG12a]. demonstrate [SLISC17].
demonstration [CL16, Ye14]. Dempster [WLPH14]. Denmark
[SGZSL⁺13]. denominator [dSTL18]. densities [Sch12a]. dental
[CVD14, KG10a, VVN16]. Dentistry
[GDdAG⁺17, VEJC⁺18b, VEJC⁺18a, HG17]. Department
[KS11, PRRC15, Yur15]. departmental
[BKL15, MKHB15a, MKHB15b, ZSCR⁺18]. departments
[ACRC17, CKT17, GRHSV12a, Kaz14, Kaz15, KS17, Laz10, MHC14,
PRA16a, WM19, WCK⁺12]. depend [Bas10, MSP⁺15]. dependence
[Egg11c, LG10, SL16]. dependences [DCS12]. Dependencies
[CRMPRS18, Hau16, KGSS16, LWIB16]. dependency [BMZ⁺17, KB11a].
dependent [WFH⁺16, ZMW⁺18]. depicting [MMOMLC18b]. depth
Derek [Ano12c, Ano14, Ano17a, KL16, CXZ19].
derivation [Egg11c]. derivative [ESB15, Fan18, KS18]. derived [Sch13a, WC18].
descendants [CLJH12]. describe [HR15, MB10a].
describes [AdAdAM10]. Describing [OA10a, BL17b, ZRY+12].
description [Mag14b, Nii17, PHDC16]. descriptions [VH17]. descriptive
[ABMRVZ14, ByLbH16, Liu17]. Design [EO14, CIL+16, Hei19, MG12, RNF19, SDS14b].
Designing [BBSS16a, BBSS16b, MH16b, Pra16b, BBSS16c]. destination [Iwa17, PCR18].
destruction [Won13]. detailed [MSA13]. details [Hud16].
detect [MVS10]. Detecting [BK11, CH15, EBK16, HE16, HC14b, LWM+15, PROGMA10, SK13, TL18, WLC17, YLSW16, YK12, GT12, hHC15, HC16c, LFZFW15, RCN+14, WWH17]. Detection [IMSK14, AA18, Boy17a, CLLH15, HD17, Jar16, KGY+17].
Detectors [AGLNRR14, FVVSGM+18, KM17b, BBCP14, BS17, BC13b, HWS18, JCK11, PNS+10, PS16a, Pie18, PR14, Rha17, xa15].
determination [EO14]. determine [BGJB16, PR15, SA16, YB14].
develop [JDH12]. developed [EDEH16, KBL15, ZCW14].
developing [BH16b, CP14, GZ18, KMP+11b, KT11, PL18, Sko14, Sot12, WM17].
Device [Bos10, CFP14, GMJ+17, Pou10, Ye14, YLL10, YLH+17, dShSSB16, Bai18, Che12, CVD13, CJDJ15, CH15, DMM13, Geo17, HHZ14, HML16, JH16, Kar12, KPRT16, KvES11, Lan13, Lee10b, LLL12, LW16, LW10, LCLX16, cSL10, MGT14, MSB18, MRN14, QL12, RRBA10, RT17, SdJDD19, SHS15, SP12b, TS11b, US10, WT14, WG12, ZSC18, ZyZZ+14, ZH17, dPSS18, RGdCMM17].
Developmental [PNVCB18, JKC15].
developments [APYS13, VTMRE+16, HTHB11, HYC18, KC15, LGH+14].
device [CjDD15, LJ10, SdJDD19]. devices [FSOS12, SHR+10].
devil [Zbt12].
diabetes [SZMS18, SZAJS14].
diabetic [Col18, Ing12, SM16a, SMAABB11, YS14].
diachronic [BL13, ZG17d].
diachronous [BB11, diaphora [Bas13]].
diagnosis [MM16, SBB16]. differ [BWD10, BWD12, BJH12J, HC14a, LT10a, VVN16].
Difference [XYW18, BSFC15, FK16, MM16, Men18, YY16, vWWtH14].
Differences [The8c, Bas13, Ben15, BG18, DVB14, GD16, HAA14, HFW+14, HT14, HOC13, KFKS15, KR17b, LGV+11. Lee10b, LB12, LW17, LtlMM11, MRGT18, MR18a, NF13, PYH16, PJY17, PS16b, SK14a, VTY17, WTH+16, YZB18, Zta18, vAvdWvdB12, vdB16, LNMQR15].
Different [LL10, AS18a, Ano17c, BPGgdMA12, CMM17, CvLB10, DON17, DGDG13, GD11, GGS17, GGG16a, HH19, HGH17b, HP10, IPIU13, JN15, JX13, KZC16, KWW15, LCS+16, Mar11, MSC18, PRRC16, Pnn10, PML14, QRJ+17, Rya16, Sa12a, Sch15a, Sch13a, Sch16, Sot10, WvE13, Wu18, dPdCAEdMC+16].

**Differentiation** [RRL16, Geo17, Li8].
differently [AF18].
difficult [GW10a, QZZ17].
Difficult [Fox17, KBA17].
diffuses [GZ14a].
diffusing [CMRC15].

**Diffusion**
DT16, ACMP13, FMPP10, Gáll17, pGDTP12, GG12, GZ17, HL13, HLL14,
Hu11, LJC+15, LL13b, LLHN17, MGMY+18, Oze12a, SHR+10, SS15, WSC16, WG10, Wu13, YC10, WHY10, ZXZ17, ZLW19, ZY15. Digital
[CZZ10, CRR14, KY17, SB19, ZVC11, BMZ+17, Fan15b, GB17a, HRH10, Kim18, Kim19, LHW12, MZ14, TCC17, WFG16, XCS+16, ZZ11, ZWL+18, BC17], DII [KWhHRkS10]. dilemma [PG12, RJ14]. dimensional
[ADS12, BG12, GSKM17, Li15, SZZC18, Van10]. dimensional
[HS16b, KdBK15, LYGQ12, LP18b, NJ10, Pra14c, Pra17c, Pra18c, Sch12a]. Dimensionless [Pra18c]. dimensions [Bha16, BCC+17, FFL16, GD17, JL14, MR18a, Pa115, Rod17, Wal16, Bor18, HL18]. diode [hHC15]. direct
[AR18, BL15, HSK18, MvdH13, SLISC17]. directed [ZZFD18a]. directional
[GZ11]. dirty [MFM13a]. disambiguating [AdFC15]. disambiguation
[AT17, CLB13, GHvdB12, HYF+17, HYRR14, Kim18, Ki19, KKOS19, MRR17, PLT14, Sch16, SKCK14, TW10, WBH+12, WD13, WLPH14, ZYX+14, ZWL+18]. disappearing [Fan12]. disaster
[KNK+19, MHKB16]. Disciplinarity [Rod17, BTNS14]. Disciplinary
[DAYY18, GD17, HT14, PYH16, BFGVV+18, CC11b, DFG+18, ELL18, Fie15b, Fie15a, Fie15c, GY12, Gau17, GD16, GTD14, HAA14, HA16, Li17, LRL17, LdMAM11, MGMY+18, MKP16, VTY17, VO17, YWS18, YYYH12, ZCW14, ZLL+10, ZG17d, ZG17e, ZSCR+18]. discipline
[ADS17a, ADS17b, COS11a, CAGL15, CBKL13, CST11, GAPP18, GDP16, LG10, LSE+18, NLCC17, SS+11, WDS16, Zhu17]. disciplines
[ADD14b, AS18a, AC13, BHKP11, BKG16, BM12b, Cha16, CG18a, Fan12, Fan13b, Hud16, Hud17, MMOMLC18b, PHS12, PML14, QL12, SC10, Soo18, TCB16, WV13, WL14, WJD15, XG18, ZY15]. discontinued [PhD18]. Discontinuities [LWB18b]. Discouraging [PG14b]. discourse
[CRLMRPA17, SMAABJ11, Sma10]. discover [Cam17, ILB11]. discoverer
[MFHB17]. discoveries [LW15]. Discovering
[BAB13, CGKB18, DCS12, HZ17, KLP17, Ma12, VGPlC+17]. Discovery
[BK10, WYY12, WTM+16, Arbi11, Cha17b, CYH13, CRLMRPA17, De 17, KGL+14, KGY+17, Kos14, LP18b, Pra14a, VG14, WKHS19]. discrepancies
[RGCM14]. discrete [BD12a]. discrimination
[MM18, MM19, SH18]. discriminations
[Kh13]. discriminatory [OBG11]. Discussing [vL12]. Discussion
[Ano12a, Ano12b, HB15, ESM16, KKCG18, CG15a]. Disease
[HEH17, Kos14, CWJC14, DMM13, SZMS17, SLH15, TZ15]. Diseases
[VACCAJ18, AP16, FR11]. Disentangling
[CD16b]. disorders
[GWBSVBWB13]. Disparities
[HJM+13, PHBN+15]. disparity [Ley18]. disparity
[ADS16, CM18]. display
[CWL10, HWLL14, JYW11, LWL17]. dispute
[ZXM+16]. Dissemination
[PQG14, ESB15, FRdA16, Fak16, LZR14, NLCC17, RPGM16]. dissertation
[MS16b]. dissertations
[AH11, Ban18, Hag10a, KKCG18, KHH18, KKE13, ZSY+13]. dissertators
[KH17]. Distance
[GPN14, ACFL11, APT13, FZZ17, LXH+18, PML+17, SS16, vPD13]. distances
[RGLE16]. distinction
[SVS18, WH+17]. distinctions
[Men18]. distinguish [Ley18]. Distinguishing [LY16b]. distortion [ADS10b]. distributed [ILP13, OROMAA16]. Distribution [Cam10, Shi11, ADS16, AdAdAM10, BS15a, BBP14, Bou11, DGDG11, Egg10b, Egg11a, wHwH16, KCT+17, LXWC17, Lin11, LM13b, NQ14, OKK14, PYW18, WZS12, WLD+14, YMSQ10, YL10, ZLF+14, ZFY+17, ZZW14, ZZW16, vZ13].

distributions [BCJ+17, Brz15, Glä10, Glä13, RC13b, Sch13b, Sch15c, y'TmShL16, c'TuHwH17, YR10]. Divergence [LHW13]. diversification [ADD17b, ADD18a, ADD18c, CJW10, CSC12, CC12b, HMCL16, Luo12].
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SOBM16, Sah16, SAPR18, San12b, San12c, Sch12b, ST14a, Sch15b, SS14, SL12a, Ste19, TH19, Tod11, TSMDLCH11, TSRGCCJC14, Tur16, VB12, Vin10b, kWhHRs10, XGY+16, YAC10, ZYZ14, ZLF+14, ZP16, dS18, dSD18b, dSD18c, vdBBdKi16, CG15a, BBSS16a, BH16c, CSo17, FLH14, HR15, Ho14, HH15c, HWQ+18, Lv110, LLG14, LL12, Mc18, MSB18, SLG10, Sot10, SDS14b, Ye14, YJ11, AAH10, BT17, BT18a, LLX+18, MH16a, Tom17]. indexed [BI10a, Bas10, CR14, IWK18, JZL10, MAA18, ZHL+16]. indexes [AD13, ADV13, AC13, CFSSP16, CRBRG+18, DGDG11, Fed13, GGP14, TA14a, BI10b]. indexing [FMM15a, GWBSVWB13, IFT+18]. India [BBSS16b, AG13, Bas13, BBSS16a, BBSS16c, BSB12, BS15, BKSS15, CO10, KG10b, KM15b, KM15c, KM15d, KGG15, MR10, MH15, MH16b, MM14b, NPP+12, Pan14, Pra16b, Pra17c, RASP13, SR15, SUP15]. Indian [BMM14, Bas13, GK14, GGG+12, GK11, KM18c, LR12b, MR10, SLG10, SJ19]. indicate [MPF18]. indicated [Ley15b]. Indicator [APLHF18, Sol06, CNPG18, CC11b, DQ11, Doc12, FMPP10, FMM14, IL14a, Kis11a, Kis11b, KB13, LML11, LPL14, LMDBG16, MWDC12, Moe16a, MKHB13b, PLWS14, Sch15c, SPD16, VG11a, VG11b, Vin10b, WvEv11, WvEvL+11b, ZQH+17, APPF18, XLR15]. Indicators [AOFU10, BvdB14, FCWH11, Vin10a, AAB+13, AYS16, ACC+16, Ano16c, AA13, BVZY16, Bas14, BFHS18, BR11, BBL17b, BW10, BG17, CG18a, CRZGQMA15, CWH11, De 16b, DCM16, DMM17, DSM11, Egg14b, EHK12, Fa15a, dCPF14, FE16a, FE16b, Fra10, FH13, GSM+16, GSTD11, GM13, GALR16, Gd1A4, GW11b, GhvB12, HL15, HRC12, JPZ+10, Kar12, KP12b, Kos16b, KBZ15, LV11b, LO12, LWB16, LPL16, LLP+16, MS18a, MR10, MR13, MB16, MGT16, MFD14, Mue16, MKP16, NTM+18, NF13, OMR14, Pol16b, Pra12b, Pra13, Pra14a, Pra18c, RC13a, RM10, RPNC13, SG10, Sch13a, Sug11, SN10, The16, The17a, The19, TW18, Vin12a, WM19, WvEv+11a, WvEv13, WC18, WSL14, Wil15, WFH+16, WF17, YWL16, dAG13, dOM16, rV12, Ano10, Har15b, LHG16a, Moe15, ZWW+18]. indicators [Pra17a]. indicators/approaches [WC18]. indices [Abb11, AAH10, ACH10, Ask18, Bas12, Egg11c, Egg13c, EMH+10, Gl12, ILB11, KKBW17, Koz15, LQG13, MKP16, Pra11b, Pra14b, TABA16, Tod11, Van10, WOW10, WZ17, YYL16, Zyc10, ddMS15]. indifference [AM18]. indigenous [LM15, WY12]. indirect [Egg11e, Egg11f, FE14, FE16a, FE16b, JH16, VB12]. Individual [Oze12b, AD11b, ADD17b, BBCP14, BSvEK13, BM14b, BUR14, CHY16, CvLB10, CvLyR11, FGMM12, Fuk14, GHT16, GSKM17, HAA14, Hir05, Hr10, Hr10a, HS16a, MBA13, PRRC15, RC13a, RCN+14, Rya16, San12a, San12d, San13, SS+11, TH19, Wal16, WJD15, ZSL17, ddMS15, BC13b]. individual-level [WAL16]. individuals [GHA+16, HSWC13, WXW+13]. Indonesian [WAT16]. Industrial [Tom18, FK16, KLCS14, Kon12, KF15, LLHN17, ZWW+15]. industrial-organizational [FK16]. industrial/organizational [KFK15]. industrialised [SS10c]. industries
Industry [HYC15, ZyZZ+11, ADS12, AJCACRDMA16, CSC12, CHC13, CSC13, CKCK10, CK14, Chu14, DMM13, FYC15, FLZ17, GGG14, GSPLYG+18, HWLL14, IL14b, JCCCI13, LZZ+12, LZZ+13, LPL14, LJ10, LLW13, OMA15, RVEFdlM10, SR16, Sha12, SN10, TM12, TYYW16, VRF12, WLN+14, WHLP16, WA18a, WS13a, WF17, ZL18a, ZZP+14a, ZW17a, ZLH+15].

Industry-academia [HYC15].

Inefficiencies [PS16a].

Inefficiency [ADD14a].

Ineciencies [PS16a].

Ineciency [ADD14a].

Inequality [GHS18, Kor19, LXWC17, Pra17b, ZM16].

Inertia [WHZ14].

Inflexible [ADD14a].

Inflexibility [HYC15].

Informatics [JK10a].

Informatics [SN10, tScL13, yT11, yT15, yTmShL16, TT13, VDV16, WW15, WYvE11, Whi10, Wol15, XGY+16, YDZ10, YL12, Ye14, ZLYF14, ZSC18, Zha10, dZLwC+15, ZYS16, dSF13, CWH11, RPK18].

information-seeking [BKRG13].

informational [EO14].

informative [GMSZ18].

informed [AD11a, Bd16a, BGJ+16, LD16, MCR+12, RSGFV18].

Informetrics [Ano15, KOG12, KG13, RM18, SSAG16, AER+14, BI10a, CP14, GLM11, KP12a, Wo15, ZRY+12, GGH+14, LLLRG10, OING12, Pen19].

informing [TKA17].

infrastructure [KM11, LRA14, SK14c, WK15].

infrastructures [JDLIV14, MT15].

infringement [Jam17, PYK12].

inherited [AF18].

inhibiting [IMH13].

Inhibitors [WT14, CWJC14].

initial [BD10b, FRdA16].

Initiative [Bor16, MSH16].

inlinking [Hol10].
innovation-related [LPMK17].
innovations [BMZ+17, HMK+12, WY14].
innovative [CP12b, HR15, LLM13, MvdH13, SWH14].
inophyllum [GVGSEPRC15].
Input [PSB+17, ADS10b, KHK13, Pra18c].
Input-output [PSB+17, KHK13, Pra18c].
insight [MM14c, RGTSLCH14, SZ12, WHC+13].
insights [AMMT16, Bou14a, Fuk16, HH10, HZL+17, KHH18, MKYM+17, SWH14a, SWH14b, YCPS17].
Inspecting [HLSC18].
inspired [Sch15c, aSS17].
inspiration [CPV14].
inspired [Sch15c, aSS17].
inspiration [CPV14].
inspired [Sch15c, aSS17].
inspiration [CPV14].
impossible [BL18, LNMQRR15, RTP17].
impossible [BL18, LNMQRR15, RTP17].
impossible [BL18, LNMQRR15, RTP17].
impossible [BL18, LNMQRR15, RTP17].
impossible [BL18, LNMQRR15, RTP17].
impossible [BL18, LNMQRR15, RTP17].
Intelligence [BB17b, SAV18, ILB11, OMCP17, WLD14, ZZPG14].

Intelligent [ES16b].

Intelligible [Moe16a].

Intended [SFM16].

Intensity [ADD17b, uARA19, BGAAM15, Lia11, RAA18, WM17].

Intensive [EN17].

Intelligence [BB17b, SAV18, ILB11, OMCP17, WLD14, ZZPG14].

Intelligent [ES16b].

Intelligible [Moe16a].

Intended [SFM16].

Intensity [ADD17b, uARA19, BGAAM15, Lia11, RAA18, WM17].

Intensive [EN17].

Intelligence [BB17b, SAV18, ILB11, OMCP17, WLD14, ZZPG14].

Intelligent [ES16b].

Intelligible [Moe16a].

Intended [SFM16].

Intensity [ADD17b, uARA19, BGAAM15, Lia11, RAA18, WM17].

Intensive [EN17].

Intelligence [BB17b, SAV18, ILB11, OMCP17, WLD14, ZZPG14].

Intelligent [ES16b].

Intelligible [Moe16a].

Intended [SFM16].

Intensity [ADD17b, uARA19, BGAAM15, Lia11, RAA18, WM17].

Intensive [EN17].
JIF [Cam17, YY16]. JIF-Plots [Cam17]. Jing [PT17]. Job [BS15c, COT16b, FLB11, SRF16]. JOD [yT11]. John [Ano12c, Ano14, Ano17a, CXZ19, KL16, Fie15b]. joining [MM16]. Joint [ZYNZ18, CL17a, Har16b, XBD+18]. joint-authors [Har16b]. Jorge [dCPF14]. Journal [BI12b, DD18, GVQdIMAG11, Ioa06, JNA18, LL16, RCJ18, RPGM10, Tt12, TT13, WL18, ZJLG10, ADD10, AD16, ACP12, Bai18, Bal12, BKL15, BW10, BND11, BW12, BM12a, Bor12, BH15, BH18b, BM12b, BF17, CWJB10, CCM+11, Cam11, Cam14, Cav15b, CGK+14, CMO11, CHY13, CM18, CRLMLM17, CP16, CIL+16, DLGP16, DAY18, Don17, DX17, Egg14a, EMH+10, EBD15, GFC18, GSTD11, GB16, GBMA14, HT11, HHGZ11, Ing12, Jam17, JKS15, KB17, Ksi11b, KB18, KPRT16, Kraj9, Laa14, LP18a, Lee15, LS16, Ley12, LBW17, LWB18a, LHM+11, LAW14, MWDC12, MSY12, MS18a, MMH+13, MP18, MCR+12, MPH16, MKF14, MD12, NvL10, APFR+13, PJB+12, PA12, PW13, PHV17, Pra10c, Pra12c, RGE16, RM18, SAS15, RPP18, RTP17, Rou12b, SOBM16, Sch14b, SA16, SM17, SI17]. journal [SMM15, SL10, TAB16, TA11, yTnL17, ULFRU+14, VEJC+18b, VEJC+18a, VHH16, Van12, VT10, VG11b, WM19, kWhHRkS10, WLM15, WHH+18, XLR15, YWZ+17, ZFL16, Zha17, ZGL+17, Zit11, Zit12, vR12, AN15, BI12a, BW10, BND11, Bor17, CD16a, Cam12, CC14, CGG+17, EMH+10, Jac12, KM17a, MWDC12, Stel17, vL12, FUR10, SL14]. journal-based [ZJLG10]. journal-ranking [YWZ+17]. Journals [Glia18, KB11b, LHC16, AKR13, ANZ15, AR18, ABRVZ14, ABRVZ15, ABMSSP16, ABSF+19, ASPF+16, AYS14, ATM16, Ase10, AND19, BB10, BI10, BKHP11, Bas10, Bha11, BS15b, BMP+14, BH16c, BPVM11, CWJB10, CBW18, CC11a, Cam17, CHWL12, CVD14, Cha19, CCL14, Che15, CRR14, CG18a, CP12c, CR14, Dan14, DL16, DWGL16, DGDG13, Dyn14, ERW12, FCFG17, FSSPG+15, Fox17, FE14, Fra10, FM11a, FM15b, Fra17, FLH14, Fuku17, GCCP10, GRSS16, GRSV11, GRSFV12, GRSFV18, GSV+16, GSRM10, GBHT16, GB17a, GOPG13, HG10, HK19, HM15c, HP18, HYYL12, HLY14, ILB11, IB15, JL10, JMM18, KM17a, KY17, Kim10, KB12, KCP11, Kos18b, Kra10, KKD12, KR17a, LL16, LPC17, LY16a, LWB18b, LRZ13, LC18, LCFC14, LXL15, Liu16, LXL16, LGH16b]. journals [LDG17, Lop10, MPY+13, ML16b, MCL+11, MZ14, MMH12b, Oos15, PB17a, PS10, PW13, PHV17, PhD18, PP16, PR15, Pol16b, QL12, RZ12, RWG+15, Rod17, RP17b, RPK18, RTP17, SM16a, SP12a, SLGO17, San13, SIR+14, SG10, SGG+14, SS10b, Sch10a, Sch13b, SRW+15, SY15, SE18, xShLY+15, STCRPA18, TBW+12, TA14b, The18c, Tt10, yT11, yTmSh16, VN16, Vin10b, WP18, WLF15, WF18, WOW13, WAT16, WLZ+15, YWW17, YAC10, YL10, YWZ+17, ZL18b, ZXL14, dSdSSBs, Cam18, LV12]. journey [GGW11]. JoVE [XYHD18, JNA18]. JSTOR [McC14]. Judah [EG18]. Judit [Ano17a, The17c]. July [Ano15, SSAG16, LT10b, Tsa15]. junctures [KS18]. June [SSAG16, LL14]. junior [MS13]. junk [PG14a].

K-core [XCS+16]. Karenina [MB13]. Karlovce [Rod16]. Katy [Ley11a]. KCI [KCP11]. KCI-based [KCP11]. Keeling [MHB17]. Key [GRG12, ZLW19, DLGP16, SDS14a, ZZY19, ZyZZ+11]. key-route [HLLT14]. KeyGraph [CYH13]. KeyGraph-based [CYH13]. Keyword [Ben19, BM13a, BM13b, BHH18, CHL15, HWQ+18, HQY+18, KC12, KW15, MM15a, SI17, SL10, VRF12, WNS13, WC18, WP17, XCS+16, XBD+18, YC12, YLL10]. keyword-based [YLL10]. Keywords [ZLH+15, CXPqHz15, Li18, MAB18, YLH18, ZWHH13]. kill [PLT14]. Kirk [Tom18]. knockdown [BL17b]. know [Ley11a]. Knowledge [ACAGD+17, BHA15, CD18, FUK16, JvGH10, KNK+19, LGZ+13, Lja16, Moh12, OM11, SLK12, yT15, WZLZ13, AEFP16, Ama18b, AHP17, ARS17, AC12, BFGV+18, BMR12, CMRC15, CLLZ15, CU16, CH13b, CRLMRPA10, CRLMRPA17, CBK+14, DT16, DCY+17, EES13, FMP17a, FRP17, Fin11, FKR14, FVVS+18, FK17, FK18, Gål17, GGR11, GG12, GLUGML16, GN17, GZ14a, GP18b, GZ17, HH13, H145a, HSAK18, HRH10, HL13, HLL14, HMK+12, HEH17, Hui11, HFL14, HWL14, HDW+15, Hur17, IA19, Iwa17, KM12, Lar12, LSC10, LK17, LRT11b, LZ14, LCS+16, LC18, LP10, LSY11, LMI13b, LJC+15, LLI13b, MLY+14, MY16, MGY+18, MK14, NTM+18, NP11, Oze12a, Pet18a, PPE14, PSY+19, Rod17, RPG16, RCCM14, SK16, SdD19, SMF18, Sch12a, SZZC18, SD13, SW1H4a, SWH4b, SK13, SL10, STCRPA18, SX16, SD18, SZ18]. knowledge [SK14c, TLLSH14, TO18, US10, URR10a, URR10b, WPW+14, WDS16, WA18a, WK15, Wui13, WKHS19, WS13b, YG18, YC10, YS13, YKCK13, YC12, YLL10, YYY10, ZZ17, ZSC18, ZLW19, ZZ11, ZY15, ZLH15, ZHI17, dSF13, dPdCAD+16, vdPR18, Arb12, Har13c]. Knowledge-based [SLK12, LZ14, TLSH14]. knowledge-building [ARS17]. Knowledge-transfer [WZLZ13, KM12]. Kong [Liu16, Hor18, LYGQ12, LXL15, LXL16, ML18, Pra18a]. Kor [KCP11]. Kor-Factor [KCP11]. Korea [SWH14b, CP12b, CC13, CL17a, CH13b, FKR14, HP18, HWLL14, JKSK15, KJH+12, Kim14, KTL16, KPSL12, LPZ17, Par14b, PY16, PHL17, PP18, SP12b, SL13, SWH14a, Won13, Wui13, Yoo15]. Korea-based [HP18]. Korean [AhOL14, CK14, CYP12, Kim10, KPI12b, KLL14, KCP11, KM12, Le10b, LSC12, Lee12, PY14, PLJ18, Sha12, YPH10, YL12, YYP17]. Korean-invented [Lee10b]. KOS [WKHS19]. Kosetsushi [FUK16]. Kosovo [JJ10]. Kuhn [MB10a]. Kuhnian [MB13].

Lando [Pra17a]. landscape
[BSK15, KJS14, Pri16a, SK18, SFL15, ZYS16]. landscapes
[KT15, OGOPPR17]. Language [BF17, Bar17a, BS15a, BWD12, CG18b, GBMA14, LNMQRRI15, MSYW12, MBT16, SW19, vRV11]. languages
[Fuk17, OMLC14]. Lanka [MR10]. laparoscopy [CZW13]. Large
[ACC16, SYD19, SS15, BS17, BYY18, CQB16, GKK15, Hal14, IF13, Kon12, KTRP17, LLI16, LGD12, LRA14, MSdB16, PIB18, Pra14a, RC13a, SSN19, ZYS14]. Large-scale
[ACC16, SS15, BYY18, GKK15, IF13, KTRP17, LLI16, LGD12, LRA14].
largest [KT15]. lasso [VHH16]. last [JC11, MGT14, OHT10, RBG18]. late
[BCC+16, SYD19, SS15, BS17, CG18b, GBMA14, LNMQRI15, MSYW12, MBT16, SW19, vRV11].
latter [ADD10]. launched [GBM16, GGH10]. laureate [COT16a]. laureates
[Ama18a, COT15, CT15b, CZPR17, Fie15a, SBB16, YGD17, ZYZ19]. Law
[TÜ10, Aus13, ANFF16, LAL15, Lin11, MS13, RPK18, SM14, cTU15, LGD12, YGD17, AYS14, AYS15, CA11a, CP16, WHH18]. law-the [LAL15]. laws
[BS15a, Bzr15, MH16a]. layers [ZW181]. LCD [YK13]. LDA
[WKHS19]. lead [MZ14, RJ14, Tu19, WS13a]. leader [LF14b]. leaders
[Bue15, Cam18, JK19]. Leadership [TG16, BFHS18, CRZQVdMA16, Hal13, Hir19a, KB10, LAC18, MT13b, TG17, TFJD14]. Leading
[CMRC15, Cam18, CV15, F16, IMSK14, NP12, Os10, WRG15, RPN16, WL15]. leads [JSZ13]. lean [FdS10]. learn
[LI16, LF17, WRV14]. learned [LYW13]. Learning [PSY19, BK10, CL11, CLJH12, CG18b, DAMC15, FA10, HU18, HSAK18, KMD18, Ken18, KK18, R17, SM12, THF18, WPC13, WG11, AMFL15].
least [Ch16, dS17b]. leave [HA17a]. led [Kon12]. legal [SML17].
legend [MB14]. Leibniz [Ama18a]. Leiden [BG18, DF15, LB12]. Leinster
[MKP16]. leishmaniasis [SFSB17]. length
[ADC12, Egg13, GMS21, HAA14, XGCK19]. lengthening [BL13]. lens
[LJ16]. lenso [WB15]. less [QZZ17, AC13, CV14, MS18a]. lessons
[QA18, WT15]. Letter [BB16, Bor15, Egg10e, Lor10, Pra1c, Pra16b, Pra17a, Pra18c, Ric17, HLL18, B18a]. letters [THB18, LHW16]. level
[AD11b, AvLS14, AMK13, BJ14, BHS14, BB16, BB16, BB16b, BB16c, CB11, GRSFV13, GHT17, GC10, GW15b, HSL14, Har13a, Ke15, KS17, L1W16, LCS16, LXL13, LLI16, MO17, Mue16, NF13, PC18, PR14, Pra16b, RGE16, TAB16, TS1GB17, UB16, WSC16, WSL14, Will15, XTZ15, Yan14, Yur15, ZCL14, Z15]. levels
[AH11, CHY16, CV1L10, DAY18, EO14, GBMA14, SM15, WS13a].
Lewis [Ama18b]. Lexical [GHT17, L1Z10, MAA11, RN18, TG18b].
Leydesdorff [HR19b, Pra12a, LM13a, Par14a, WvE11a]. libraries
[Kim18, Kim19, OMR14, ZWL18]. Library
[ABMSSP16, Ard12, CXpHz15, GAPP18, RPK18, ZSY+13, AW10, Ben12, CHL15, Cha18c, CRFM+12, DXL+18, FMP17b, HHGZ11, HHDL13, HC12, LC18, Lin12, LHW12, LWM+15, MI15, QZZ17, SMM15, TT13, WW15, WYvE11, XCS+16, YDZ10, YL12, Zha10, ZZ11, ZYS16, KY17, PB17b].

*licensed* [WPW+14].  *licenses* [LYWSV13, LCZ17].  *Life* [CRV12, ADR13, BHS14, BDF+17, BM14b, Bou11, BL13, Cha18a, CIL+16, FI16, GK14, Jon10, KKS16, Ley15b, OHT10, WLF15, YGD17, ZM16, vdPR18].  *life-cycle* [Bou11, vdPR18].  *life-cycles* [Ley15b].  *lifecycles* [HG13].  *lifespan* [SSS+11].  *lifetime* [CHM15].  *light* [hHC15, JVM17, LP18a, WM17, YLH+17].  *light-emitting* [hHC15].  *like* [BW10, BDF+17, BL18].  *limitations* [Ran09].  *Limited* [GP13, YGD17].  *limnology* [CHWL12].  *lines* [BL17b, ZCMVQS11].  *Linguistic* [PT17, BASL16, Gan12, IA19, vdBS18].  *linguistics* [Bar17a, SM16a].  *link* [CU16, GR14, HGH17a, LGL10, Lin10, ST14c, VRF12, WS10, YS13, YWZ+17, ZGJ18].  *link-based* [YS13].  *linkage* [FLZ17, Lecl12, cSL10, TYYW16, ZL18a, dSNV18].  *linkages* [MOA16b, BSC+17, LF17, OMOR13b, RPNC13].  *links* [CHC13, FI16, PK14].  *Linked* [ST14c, ACAGD+17, HHHB18].  *Linking* [AA16b, BSC+17, LF17, OMOR13b, RPNC13].  *locally* [AT18].  *locations* [HP10].  *log* [Par14a].  *log-linear* [Hos11].  *logic* [Par15].  *logically* [Pat18, Sch18a, Sch18b].  *logistic* [Par15].  *logistics* [LMR16].  *lone* [KO18].  *Long* [LT16, SVS18, ADS17a, ADS17b, JC11, Kos18b].  *long-run* [Kos18b].  *Look* [DMV10, Hei19, HL17, SA11, SA12, SMF18, SL10].  *Looking* [FLM16, Rig13, Sug11, dCdSNB15].  *lose* [BH17a].  *loss* [KKS+17].  *lost*
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M [Egg14a, Fie15b]. M&As [LJ10]. MA [XA15]. MACA [ByLbH16].
Macau [Liu16, LXL15, LXL16]. machine [BK10, CG18b, DAMC15, FA10, HII+18, HSAK18, KMD+18, KK18, KK17].
machine-learning [HII+18, HSAK18]. macro [CBF13, MdFdA+14, Moe16, NF13, TW16, GC10]. macro-indicators [MdFdA+14]. macro-level [Moe16]. macro-trends [TW16].
microinvertebrates [LAdAMJ17]. made [CC11b, TE18].
made-to-measure [CC11b]. Madison [LSL15, MS16a]. magazine [LT10b].
Making [CZV10, Kor18, CdMCdMMP17, pGDT12, LD16, vdBSS18, CPV14].
Management [CD16a, DLL+16b, ELP11, AEFP16, AL12, ACD14, Ben12, BH16b, Cjy+15, CT11, CGSS13, CAS16, DCY+17, EBD15, FFR+17, FFR16, GBBBS17, GZ14a, KLP12, KW15, Kos16a, JKL13, Koe15, LPMK17, LGZ+13, LXL15, Liu16, LXL16, Lzcz18, MH15, ML10, MGGdP17, NG16, Oze12a, PH17, RPMG10, RPDCRVRP15, RPMG16, RP17b, RPP18, RPT17, ST15, TO18, Tsa11, V10, WLZ+15, ZySS14, DLL+16a, RPK17, SL14]. managers [LTG12]. managing [APPF18, APLHF18]. Mandelbrot [AuS14b].
Manufacturing [FMM15b, FN11a, FM12, LNRBBB18, MDDG17, TCC17]. manuscript [BM12a, KBK17, SGSS17, SA17]. manuscripts [Ana15, BWD10, BD10b, BWD12, BHDJ12, CGG+17, CGK+14, GRSFV14b, Sch11b]. many [Hag10a, HB17a, HBl18a, JL14, LL13a, Oos15]. map [BSBG18, HZZ+17, KW+18, Pra10d, WvBvE11, YS13, YLL10]. map-based [HZL+17]. Mapping [AATBPAB15b, ATY17, BBJS16, CG11, CF14, CP14, FAl+18, FMP17b, GGR11, GTGABAG15, GJ11, GV11, HMK+12, HGH17b, KGB11, KB17a].
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peer-review [ACD13, GRSFV17b, JZP +10, KBAK17, KPRF16, Ort17].


Perfectionism [SKM15].

perform [MDFGAM14]. Performance [LYGQ12, Pra18d, AJSN18, ARK +15, ADS10a, ADS10b, ADV10, ACD11, ADD11c, AD11b, ADS11, ACD12, ADV13, ADR14a, ADD14b, ACD15, AÇA +14, ACORC10, AS18b, BKZ +16, BCB14, BHB13, BHA15, BBSS16a, BBSS16b, BBSS16c, BGÖ +13, BW10, BS17, CGZ10, CMT18, CLHH10, CC10b, CSC12, CC12a, CC12b, CHC13, hCcTmWH15, CRZGVQ4MA16, CRMPS18, CC11b, CR18, CAS16, DR10b, DLM15, DGWZ13, Doc11a, Doc11b, DC17, DGDGSV15, ES18, EES13, EH12, FZZ +12a, GRSFV +13, Glä13, GTD14, GW10b, GC10, GW15b, GNS +15, GNHT18, Hal14, HH15b, HH10, HCl6b, HSWC13, HDC13, HCS +15, HDW +15, ILB13, Ibr18, IL14a, JKMS17, KA13, Kaz14, KDFL14, KLL14, Lee10a, LSC12, LLL12, LZC18, MvdH13, MLV12, OCJ15, APFR +13, Ort17, OCCSM11, PPK +16, PPM +17, Pra10d, Pra11d, Pra12c, Pra12d, Pra16b, PB12, RRLNAG15, RGGBV16, Ric15].

performance [Rod16, RPK16, RP17, RD13, Sah16, Sch13a, SPS14, SZC18, SDS14a, SV19, SPdSM16, SK11, SVCn14, THAL15, Tu19, VB12, Van14, VH +15, VAJCC17, WvE11, WHH10, WLC17, WH12, YLY +14, ZCL15, ZW17a, ZT18, ZTRH18, ZHMX14, Zyl10, vLCCMV13, vR12, vdB16].

performance-based [ACD11, HH10, SV19, Van14]. performances [CFM15]. performers [FLM16, Kwi18]. performing [GBM +16]. period
[ADC12, ABGS14, BGÖ+13, BMP+14, CJY+15, IPIU13, KKE13, Lee10b, RV18a, RV18b, SAPR18, SZAJS14, TBW+12, ULFRU+14, ZZ15].
periodical [GTC16]. periodicals [SFNO12]. periodontists [BMM14].
periphery [Cho12, FKR14, KLM16, SS10c, Zel12], perish [Ben11, GVS17, NPT+15]. permanence [LAL15]. permeability [BTNS14].
Persian [Moe16b]. persistence [CNPG17]. Persistent [LS16, ŌS17].
[NH14, AAG14, BYR13, BAB13, BKKR13, BBVO10, BS11, BZBL16, BSKB17, BSPL19, CL11, CB11, FFR+17, GZ18, GZM15, HMK+12, HSXL14, HCY15, HS17, KSSB13, KZSZ19, KPOJ16, KMP+11b, KvES11, KM18c, Li15, Lin18, LQH+14, LZL10, MS18a, MCLL17, MB16a, MGM14, MAAAHS10, NA18, PM18, Pra19, SRF16, The12, WHC+13, WBX18, WS13b, XTZ15, XBD+18, YQW13, YYS+10, YHL+18, ZCL15, ZCZ+16, ZW17b, ZW17c, ZZZ+12, ZYZZ+14, ZZZ+14]. perspectives
Ph.D. [SR16, SK17]. pharmaceutical [CC10a, CSC13, PR14].
pharmaceuticals [Mes11]. pharmacological [GVGSEPRC15].
pharmacology [BL10, DGW13]. pharmacology/pharmacy [DGW13].
Pharmacy [RGdCMM17, DGW13]. phase [KGY+17]. Phases [Suo14].
PhD [BN10, Bre10, BL11b, Bre13, BN14, CGZ10, Hg10a, KKC18, KKE13, LAR12].
PhDs [ŌS17, ŌS18]. phenolic [ATCCAA19]. phenomena
[RPP18, WW11]. phenomenon [HN10, HK13, LY12, WZS12, ZWH13, vAvdWvdB12]. Pheonix [AAG14].
pheromone [RASP13]. Philippines [NA14, Vin12b]. Philosophy
photovoltaic [JCC13, LCC+17, LAHH15, WU14, DPPS18]. Physica
[BHD18]. physical [DLM15, ZW18a, LH16]. physicists
[Dya17a, Dya17b, ZCKZ16]. Physics
[BN11, Mat13, CRLMR10, GBMB10, GW10a, JK19, KMS16, KM17a, LRR13, MSY12, MBD16, Pri15, Pri16a, Pri16b, SP18, SJ19, TH19, WEL16, ZZY19, ZXL14, ZL15b, dACdFC18, BHO12, Tom17].
Physiological [LV12]. physiology [PV15, Fie15a]. picture [AAV13]. pilot
[AYS+13, Cha18b, FLM16]. piloting [JH16]. pitfalls [SMM+19]. place
[Ben12, Hud17, Pra10e]. places [Cam14, Egg14a]. plagiarism
[GRE14, Jar16, JTZ14]. planning
[KKK+14, MT12b, PH17, YLL10, YK11, YPK13, dCdSNB15]. plant
[Jon10, KNK+19, PS15, dSD18a]. plants [SdOS17]. plate [MB13].
platforms [OMOR13b, SM19]. play [Chi14, KCU19, WLY14, Zuc10].
players [BSB12, SK11]. playground [Bai18]. Playing [SHB14]. plea
BA15, CMUdF15, CVC14, CÖT16a, CKT17, CC10a, CHY13, CHL10, CÖT16b, CMVP16, DKS18, DJWS11, Fuk14, Gan12, GNS+15, GKS18, HH15b, HCL14, Ibr18, IMHG12, IMHI13, IJF16, JSZIZ13, JZL10, KFB18, Kwi18, KKT+18, LGGV+11, LPC17, LLCL11, LT16, LD16, Lor10, Mat13, MR18a, MB16b, NA14, OO12, dFVpCL12, PRRC15, PPK+16, Pra18e, PKS12, Puu10, RGdCMM17, SC18, SH15b, Sin18, SJOC18, SM14, Soo10a, Soo14a, Sot10, SK14a, SK14b, Tor13, Tor14, VO17, Vin12b, Wal15, Wal16, WLZ+15, YGD17, ZGL14, dOM16, vAvWvdB12. products [ADD14a].

Professional [LWB16, BM12b, CB11, DMB17, FMS17, JX13, Pun10, RRL16, TKA17, WOW13]. professional-based [DMB17]. professionals [GAPP18]. professionals [DMB17]. professor [MM18, MM19]. professorial [GG15b]. professors [Hos11, LG11, PRA16a, ZTP18a, ZTP18b]. Profile [LGH+14, Car16, EBR16, GK14, LSM+15, MJ14, Oli15b, RGdCMM17, SLD+17, VH17, dSF13]. Profiles [VO17, DFG+18, GT18, Li17, SM12, SPsdSM16, VAJCC17]. profiling [CLKS11, MJ12, TDG17]. Profitability [CKCK10, CC10a]. Program [CFdC+14, SA12, TBB+16, YPH10, vEW10, WTM+16]. programme [SBSR19, OA10c]. Programmes [BM11, OA10a, OA10b, OPGW+13].

Program [BR12, HIC12, IF13, PYL16, SLD+17, SJOC18, Yur18c, LVHS+15].


proportions [The18c]. Proposal [OMOR13a, VEJC+18a, BCJ+17, BM14b, BM14a, BSK18, HP10, Mou16].


psychologists [DJWS11, FK16, Kor18].

psychology [BVB13, BSVek13, Ben19, Brr10, GBB15, GBGB13, HH17a, HH17b, HH17d, Kbi10c, KFks15, Kra10, KvE11, KWW15, Kra16, NvLvr10, SLq17, Vin12b, ZTP18b, ZTP18a].

Public

[CRZGVMA15, Mor16, SAV18, Wil15, ADS10a, ABMSSP16, ABSF+19, AC12, BR12, BHHJD12, CRZGVqMA16, CFM15, CAS16, Cz18, FSAB10, GsMT10, GMM16, HHH10, Jou12, LSCK12, LOMLP+17, MCI10, MC13, OROMAA16, QA18, SMLHCP17, SFBS17, SWH14a, SWH14b, TBS15, WDP11, dJC15]. Public-private [Mor16, ADS10a].

Publication

[DBM17, DC15b, FMI2, GZ11, GZM15, KSSB13, Kep+18, MLY+14, MHTB17, Oele12, Sool14a, TG17, WB15, ADC12, ADD16, Abt12, ALH15, AML17, BHS14, Bas11, Ber18, BSK15, BND11, BHL18, BC13b, BZBLP16, Boy17b, Bur12, Bur14, Chi15, CRAgdMACA15, CH15, DGF17, ESB15, Egg11e, Egg11f, EOS12, Fuk17, GHT16, GBHT16, HAg10b, Hal14, HS16a, HK12, HJM+13, Hou17, HB17b, IFT+18, JKMS17, KFB18, KPR16, KTRP17, KWW15, Lvi10, Lec10a, MSYW12, MM14a, MR15, MB14, Mat13, MR18a, MS14, MndF16, MT13b, MUC14, Nee18, OVJ17, OCCSM11, PKR15, PAL13, Ptu10, RAA18, RNC+14, San12b, San12c, SBT18, SV19, SpdSM16, SW19, SGC+18, Tur16, TBB+16, WWH+17, WT15, Won19, YG11, YY14, YDJ12, YL12, Z18b, ZYF+17, ZP15, ZTP18a, ZTP18b].

publication-citation [Bur14]. Publications

[HH15c, IFHI15, AT16, ADS16, AD16, AC13, BI14, BSG17, Bas13, BBP14, BSM11, Bor15b, Bor18, BHL18, BPVM11, BC17, BL17b, CGV12, CA18, CXWW18, CRMdMA15, CPF18, CB11, Das16, Dvl15, Dor17, DKS18, ED1H16, FM17, Gau17, GMJ+17, GD11, GZ11, GHT17, GALR16, GB14b, GSE+18, GB12, HCl14a, HHBB18, He13, HPKS18, HL18, HH17c, HH19, HR17, HLW19, lpiU13, IH14, JG12, JG14, Kim14, Kis11b, KPJT14, KWW15, Kra16, KPY16, LI13a, LCC12, LF14a, LXL15, Liu16, LXL16, LOPAGS19, LOr10, LAB13, LPZ17, MH16a, MC10, MV10, MAA+11, MH16b, Man15, Mik17, MCB15, NvLvr10, OFP16, OSL18, PV15, Pri16a, QRF+17, SH19, SA11, Sch12a, Sch17a, SLISC17, SZA16, SK18, Shi14, SLH18, SM15, Soo11a, Soo17, Soot12, SD18, TBMM18, Tri10]. publica[...]

[VS12, VCC12, VE14, VG17, Vln17, WP18, WCK+12, WMZ14, WT15, WFZ19, WL18, WS10, WS13a, XH18, YW16, ZC14, ZKD11, ZPG+14, ZYN18, ZW18a, ZZY19, ZL9+16, ZFF16, KKL15, vEW17, Wra16a].

publishability [Fan13a]. Publish [GVS17, NPT+15, Ben11, BPVM11, BC13b, BL11b, DR10b, LNMQR15, San18]. published [ABMRVZ14, ABMSSP16, ABSF+19, BWD10, BSM11, B12a, BHH18, CVD14, CH10, CH12, Fuk17, HW12, LL16, LRY18, LHM+11, LNK+14a, LNK+14b, PD10, RM18, San13, TA11, VNN16, WLF15, WMI17, YXW18, YJ11, ZG13a]. publisher [GFC18, TSRSGCJ14]. publishers [Laa14, MRGT18, SLG017]. Publishing [SW19, ASPF+16, Ben15, CKT17, CRR14, CRLLM17, GRSFV14a, GVS17, HE16, KTL16, KHA17, KG10b, LHG16b, MRGT13, M13a, M13b, M13c, Mik17, Mou16, PB18, PIB18, Ptu10, PML14,


BBSS16b, BBSS16c, Bel17, BBV10, ÇAAÇ15, CC11b, DH13b, DMV10, Doc11a, Doc11b, Doc12, Doc13, DC14, DC15a, DEC15, DB16, EBD15, FL16, FGP13, GRSS16, GRSFV11, GSTD11, HG10, HM15a, HM15b, JBMR11, JSZ13, JJS*12, KR17a, LB12, Li18, LRS*18, LdZW1C*17, LdDM1M11, NASR11, OCM*12, PB17a, Pra12b, Pra16b, QRI*17, RPGM16, SSG*18, TSMTDLCH11, VHH16, VPM16, XLR15, YWZ*17, BG18, FCCMTRVR18.

**Rankings**

[MHC14, ADS10b, ADV10, ADD11a, ABILO10, BR11, BSFW10, BG17, BD13, hCyl12, CPF13, DCGZ*12, DMV10, Fra14, Fre14, GE11, Joh18, KHA17, KKV*13, MSdBC16, Mat12, Moe17, Pie18, PS16b, RTGSLCH14, RDM1C14, RTP17, Saf13, SM16b, TYYW16, ZZ1*14, dMALIM14, vRvLV11].

**ranks** [ADD11d, ADM14, JX13]. rapidly [YK11]. rare [AP16, FR11, JS15].

**rate** [CLHH10, Lv110, MRS*16, Ron18, SBT18, Sch10b]. rater [JOGC17].


**readership** [Ask18, HPKS18, SSG*14]. readership-based [Ask18].

**reading** [GRMB10, Har16a, Har16c, OKCP17]. ready [HA17a]. real [Ama15, LABL13, PIB18]. reality [HHA*16]. realized [PD10]. really [BSMD11, Cam18, Joh18, Mar11, MS13, Par15, Rig13, Saf13]. realm [CRMdMA15]. realms [SM17]. realtimely [WWX13]. reasoning [LdZW1C*17, dZLwWC*15]. Reasons [HTHB11, PZ17, WBX18, HV18b].

**reassessment** [HIC12]. Rebuttal [Ho16]. receive [AC13, Fan13b, GRSFV16b, HV18b, SRW18]. received [Egg10d]. Receiving [Sha12, WPCG13]. Reception [Dan14, COT15, MHFB17]. recipients [PPK*16]. reciprocity [DFS14]. reclassifications [WSH16]. Recognition [BRS*16, AGBS14, BCT19, BYY18, CMT18, EG18, Li14, SSZL18].


**reduce** [KKS*17]. reduction [ZZ14]. redundancy [IL14b]. Redux [Cab18].

**REF** [Hud16]. referee [BWD10, GRSFV16b]. Reference [BLHL18, CFL12, BTNS14, Cab18, CH15, Egg10c, EHK12, GNVD11MC11, Kra10, LTG12, LFCF14, M16b, MB14, Rod17, Sch10a, Sch13b, Yur18a, ZCSR*18, MHTB17]. reference-based [Sch10a].

**References** [QL12, ATJ16, CGV12, CPV14, COS11b, FK17, FK18, HHBB18, Jac18, JKJL14, KWWW15, KN15, LCS*16, Lin11, LH12,
MB16a, PYW18, RWG+15, Shi14, ULFRU+14, WPCG13]. referencing [BHH18, LZR14, YL10]. referential [LPL16, WLC17]. referring [RTP17]. refined [CCLL14]. reflect [ATK17]. reflected [Bor16, JK10a, MSL11, Mor16, SLG10]. reflecting [MAA17, So614b].

**Reflection** [GY12, Bar11]. Reflections [CF18, FMS17, Bha18, Har19, Jac12]. reforms [AZSA14, AZSA16]. Refrain [AD16]. refusals [Wad18]. regarding [ABSF+19]. regime [CRLMLM17].

regimes [Ley13b]. region [ADS17a, ADS17b, CdSPdM13, LT10a, MLVJ12, WLZ+15, Moe16b]. Regional [Jar10, SP12b, TS11b, ADS12, ACFL11, BBS16a, BBS16b, BBS16c, BBP14, DCM16, HWL11, HDC13, MC10, MvdH13, Pra16b, QA18, RFEd1110, RG18, STCRPA18, SL16, TP11, VO17, WM17].


**Rejections** [CGK+14, Oos15]. Rejoinder [dSD18c, LO12]. relate [BSvEK13, LABL13, MR18a]. related [ASPF+16, BGM17, BHM16, CSR+18, CSC12, CC12b, CH12, HLE10, HHK+12, HB17a, HYYL12, HLY14, HW12, KB13, Kos14, LPMK17, Lee19, LTGH15, NHY+14, Ort17, PHS12, San13, SGN15, xShLY+15, SCLC15, tScL13, TABA16, WL14, YJ11, ZGY16, ZXM+16, ZLL+17, ZWW+16, PLW+15].

relatedness [ADD17b, Hsi11, JK10b, LLW13, ZYG15, ZG17c]. relating [Hos11]. Relation [CMT18, HN16, Bak17, DKS18, Egg10b, Egg10d, Egg13b, Glä12, HJL18, HBS+19, JN11, KKBW17, MSL11, MPM18, Nii17, SRW+15, WZ17, ZG12b, vR12]. Relations [SÁV18, APT13, CY13, Fin11, IL14b, JAAA18, Ley11b, LPL14, LWB18b, PCHR18, SGSS17].

**Relationship** [ERW12, GBMA14, IBL13, NA18, dFPYdCL12, ADS11, BHB13, BSS15, BBL17b, BSI5b, BAC13, CS11a, CSC14, EMSH16, Fuk14, GD16, GP18b, GMSZ18, HM18, KA13, KG10b, KM12, LAL15, LH12, LTK+18, Med15, MG10, NP11, ORM14, Ort11, Ort16, Pra17a, QQZD18, RP16, RP17b, RP17k, RHGKD16, San12c, TSLH14, Ts11, WQY12, Wol15, YWW17, YST12, ZLF+14, ZSCR+18, dW15]. **Relationships** [BZBLP16, Cam17, CZPR17, CC10b, Cha14, DRMMC19, HCLC14, ILB11, JSSK15, KPSL12, OROMAA16, SN10, VTY17, YPH10]. Relative [Dor17, JKJL14, MJ12, RZ12, AvLS14, BLS15, DGWZ13, SAPR18, SK18, SDS14a, VG11b]. **Relatives** [ADR14b]. relativity [FG15]. released [ZKD11]. relevance [Bel17, GD17, HM15c, LDVSGDR16, SLGO17, Whi10, Whi15]. relevant [BM13a, BM13b, Gál17, LP18b, MOA16b, MNdF16, PKR15, ZPG+14].

reliabilities [dZLwC+15]. Reliability
research [Coc18, CFdC\textsuperscript{+}14, CH15, CL16, CL17b, CÔT16b, CV14, CIL\textsuperscript{+}16, CZ18, CL13, DSG\textsuperscript{+}15, DLL\textsuperscript{+}16a, DMM13, DFS15, DR10b, DSM11, DNAH15, DLM15, DGWZ13, Doc11a, Doc11b, DC17, DLX\textsuperscript{+}12, DWGL16, DKS18, DCY\textsuperscript{+}17, DRS14, DJWS11, ES16a, EBR16, EBK16, EC16, ENST16, ES18, FYC15, FL16, Fan11, FAI\textsuperscript{+}18, Fed13, FPS14, FFR16, FRPP17, FdSdO17, FMPP10, FM11d, FGMM12, FMM13b, FSLR10, FZZ\textsuperscript{+}11, FCWH11, FH13, FLH14, Fuk14, GG14, GGLcG15, GRSFV\textsuperscript{+}12b, GRSFV\textsuperscript{+}13, GPN14, Gar15, GY12, GD11, GL15, GKK15, GT1D4, GBM\textsuperscript{+}16, GZ18, GVSEPRC15, GALR16, GTGABAG15, GB14b, GGG16a, GW10b, GW15b, GM116, GHA\textsuperscript{+}16, GNS\textsuperscript{+}15, GR14, GW11b, GKV11, GAGT15, GKS16, GKS18, GNHT18, Han14, Han11, HJL18, Har13a, HHK\textsuperscript{+}12, HH13, HHZ14, HTHB11, Hir05, Hir10, Ho13a, Ho13b, Ho16, HV18b, HRB\textsuperscript{+}13]. research [HRB\textsuperscript{+}14, HS16b, HN16, HKWC15, HBT16, HTL15, HEH18, HC15b, HC15c, HC17, HSLP14, HI17, HGH17b, HLSW18, HLTW19, HC16b, HSXL14, HC14b, HYYR14, hHC15, HC16c, HH18, Hun12, HP10, ILB13, IBL13, Ibr18, IF13, ILP11, ILP13, ILBG14, IL14a, ILGZ\textsuperscript{+}14, ISL18, IMHG12, IMHG13, IR11, Iwa17, JG12, JG14, JKJL14, Jar10, JL18a, JCK11, JC12, JPZ14, JSZ12, JDH12, JH16, Jon10, JDLIV14, JSK15, KL15P, KGSS16, KNG11, KLP17, KKL17, KA13, KG10a, KM15b, KM15c, Kaz14, KDFL14, Kaz15, KPJ16, KHGVA\textsuperscript{+}16, KBT15, KB11a, KZ13, Kha13a, Kha13b, KCU19, KY16, KKL14, KKH18, KKBW17, KHK13, KB18, KB10, Kli16, KGB\textsuperscript{+}18, Kon12, KJW\textsuperscript{+}17, KSB11, Kos16a, Kos16b, KM11, KS17, KVC15, KK13, KGM15, KJ13, KRR14, KM16, KM18c, Kwi18, KPSL12, KM12, KKT\textsuperscript{+}18]. research [LP18a, Lam12, Lan13, LKP11, LGV1\textsuperscript{+}11, LBRR19, Lee10a, LLL12, LSCK12, LSK15, LT10a, Lev15, LT10b, LR12b, LYQ12, LGZ\textsuperscript{+}13, Li17, LXWC17, LRY18, LCWY12, Lia11, LH14, Lja16, LCY14, Lin18, LZH\textsuperscript{+}12, LCC12, LF12b, LLGW13, LHZ\textsuperscript{+}13, LFLG14, LL14, LHL14, LG14, LK15, LLYD15, LLW16, LG16, LCLX16, LM16, LF17, cSL10, LdSdFFNM17, LVDSGRD16, LNM14, L14, L12, LRA14, L11J\textsuperscript{+}16, LLYC14, LmD16b, LNY1\textsuperscript{+}11, ML16a, MLOY18, dNMV1\textsuperscript{+}16, MC10, MC13, MR10, MJ14a, MOA16a, MWH14, MR15, MBL18, MJ12, MBF17, MHT17, MBT16, MSP15, MR18a, Mes15, MCV1\textsuperscript{+}16, MMH\textsuperscript{+}12a, MK18, MAS14, Mas16, MCCU16, MLT\textsuperscript{+}14, MND16, ML13, MM17a, MM17b, MOO17, MT15, MGB16, MB16b, MS13, Mix18, MMA18, MHC14, MGG1\textsuperscript{+}17, MPP18, MS16b, MCB15, MAB18, MR114, MAGB1\textsuperscript{+}13, MKHB1\textsuperscript{+}3a, MKHB1\textsuperscript{+}5b, Mue16, MT12b]. research [MAGSTR15, Mus12, NSH\textsuperscript{+}11, NFH12, NH11L17, NBR\textsuperscript{+}11, NPP\textsuperscript{+}12, NHY\textsuperscript{+}14, NO14, NCG\textsuperscript{+}19, OCJB15, OHT10, Oli15a, OM11, OA10c, Ort16, Osw10, Paj15, Pal15, Pan14, PK14, PW17, PL18, PS15, PS16a, PSB\textsuperscript{+}17, PLBZ18, PW13, PLW15, PR10, PROGMA10, PRRC16, Per18, PRSB16, PR14, PPI17, PL17, PRDG17, PSY\textsuperscript{+}19, PP11, Pou12, Pra11c, Pra14c, Pra16b, Pra17c, Pra18d, Pra18e, PB12, QA19, QZ17, QA18, RG15, RH17, RG18, RM18, RRLAG15, RGG16, Rha17, Rig13, RJ14, Rod16, RNB19, RPN13, RPDCRVRP15, RPF16, RBBG18, RBC\textsuperscript{+}10, RHGKD16, RG18,
SR15, Sah16, SM16a, SA11, SCGZSL+13, SZMS17, SZMS18, SB15, SS10a, SIS17, SHR+10, Sch12a, SM12, SHS15, SLISC17, SYP10, SP12b, SD13, Shi11, aSTS17, SC10, SWHI4a, SWHI4b, Shu17, SV19, SSN19, SUP15, SBSU15.
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Thelwall [KL16]. them [Gus19, Koz15, MCL13, VH17]. thematic [Ano17c, GGS17, OGOPPR17, OA10b, OA10c, RFGBMA13, SK18, UBTS16, XLZ +18]. Theme [WLH +17, SZ18, TA17], themed [ZHLY15]. themes [ALYZ15, KW15, TA17, ZW14]. theorem [MOA16b]. theoretic [GRSFV +13]. Theoretical [Egg13c, SPB18, BL11b, BSPL19, Hei13, KD18, Pra17a, dACdFC18].

Theories [KLPP16, GTAG18, Sch15a, TG16, Wu18]. theorisation [Won19]. Theory [ER12, Bur14, CBKL13, FPS14, FE14, JPT13, KM18b, LL13b, MB10a, Oos15, Pra11d, RPSA17, SRV16, tScL13, Whi10, Whi15, WLP14, ZLH +15].

therapy [LL12]. there [BS19, Dya14, FK16, KFKS15, MR15, MCL +11, Mou15b, APFR +13, PL17, PZ17, Pra10e, Ry14, Sch14c, Wu18, vR17].

thermodynamic [ES18, FM11c, Pra19]. Thesaurus [Boy17b].


three-dimensional [Li15].

Three-dimensional [KdBBK15, LP18b, Pra14c, Pra17c, Sch12a].

Three-journal [Bai18]. threshold [CSC13, GRSFV11, SS10c]. throughout [LJJ +16]. ties [CMudF15, KA17]. till [BMM14]. Time [Bas11, BOS14, CU16, FCTV12, Fin11, ILBG14, MD18, AHUR11, ADD11c, ASPF +16, Cam10, COPT15, Cle16, Egg10c, FSLR10, HC15a, HCDT16, Har16a, Har16c, BHS14, Jar16, JPT13, MFP +16, RCJ18, SC10, Tod14, Wan13, WPH +16, ZFY +17, ZNB +17]. Time-aware [CU16].


tissue [Zha14]. Title [GW17, ADD16, BS15a, GMSZ18, JN11, NG16, RMH14, ST14c]. Titles
tolerance [MSP15]. Tommaso [Pra17a]. Too [BSFW10, Oos15, KB12].
tool [ADS12, Cam17, CFL12, CL16, FCCMTRVR18, GRSFV17b, JKJL14, PB12, SYLC17, WS11, ZZPG14, BHL10]. toolbox [PC18]. toolkit [TT13]. tools [MCR12]. Top [KB11b, KB12, KH13, LPMK17, ADS16, ADS17a, ADS17b, ADD19, ACRC17, CMVP16, FI13, GR5FV12a, GKS18, Ho13b, Keg15, KHA17, KOS18a, Kos18b, Kwi18, LL16, Ley12, LSM15, LSE18, MCL13, SM16b, SLD17, SUP15, SK11, TBB16, WW15, WWP14]. top-10 [Ley12]. top-25 [Ley12]. top-level [Keg15]. Topic [ADD15, BGG17, MLOY18, MCLL17, Yan14, Boy17a, CGKB18, Cam12, DFS15, DIX18, FMP17b, HFL14, Kli16, LKSK15, LJS16, Li18, LXL13, MHKB16, Nic14, QZZD18, Sch14c, SHK14, SYLC17, yTMShL16, VBG17, VYT17, WLD14, YPNS14, ZMW18]. Topic-based [ADD15, Yan14]. topic-dependent [ZMW18]. topic-level [LXDL13, Yan14]. Topicual [BL15, Cab11, CGC18, MP15, ZMW18]. Topics [PN15, BHPVPcMR18, CYH13, GT11, GT12, GT15, HGH17a, HJY18, KWS17, Lam12, MCL17, OHT10, PPI17, RBF10, The17, TH13, WCL14, WLD14, XGY16, YDJ12]. Topological [AjdFC15, Amal15, KM17a]. Topological-collaborative [AjdFC15]. topic-dependent [ZMW18]. Topic-level [LXDL13, Yan14].

TR [AÇA14]. trace [HCS15, HZQ17, ZZP14b]. Tracing [ARS17, JDH12, JH16, MB14, WWX13, WA18a, ZI19]. track [Ama18a].

Tracking [CMM17, HFC11, MAA18, SKY17, TK10, WFG16, YCPS17, MH14, SD18].

trade [tScL13, WK15, Yur16b]. trade-related [tScL13]. trademark [Hei19].

trading [ZI15]. traditional [ZZ14a, HK12, HZD15, NTM18]. traffic [Jun12].

tragedy [dM10]. trainee [OO12]. training [KK18, SK17].

trajectories [AA13, KSI18, KPY16, Ley13b, Won13].

trajectory [Ch18a, NPP12, ZTP18a, ZTP18b]. transatlantic [BCH17].

Transfer [LM13b, Amal19b, BG1V18, E18z13a, GN17, HL13, KM12, LM13a, Ort11, PL118, TR14, WZL13, WA18a].

transferral [Hos11]. transferred [WPC13].

transformation [CW17]. transforms [LW15].

transience [CHM15]. transistor [HWW11].

Transition [HLE10, Par14c, CSC14, IMSK14, JK19, MB10a, PN15, SFNO12].

transitional [CP14, Sko14]. transitionary [FK17, FK18]. transitions [KKS16].

translation [DC15b]. translational [MLY14, RLLW15, VNA16].

transliteration [FGP13]. transmission [ZS17]. Transnational [FS10, GS12].

transparency [SMLHC17].

transparent [GGP14, DSM17]. transport [BSS15, LG16, NRAW17].

transportation [DS12b]. Travel [CRBRG18]. treated [ADS10b]. treatment [DSG15, YYS10]. Tree [MSP15].

trees
[GVGSEPRC15, WBH+12]. trench [MM18, MM19]. Trend
[BSC+17, LNK+14a, LNK+14b, SHS15, UHAR12, AP14, CH12, EMSS16,
FAI+18, HW12, Kra16, LHI4, LWW+11, NPT+15, dANR15, SP14, SZAS16,
SB14, VSVR15, WH16, YHC+15, YJ11, YLH+17, ZLG+15, Zha14].
Trends [Fra14, GVGSEPRC15, LLYC14, MMA18, OHT10, TCH+15, WH12,
AEFP16, AATBPAB15a, ÅBV+14, AW11, AS18b, BKY+15, BMP+14,
BRS+16, CHWL12, CZW13, Cav16, CWL10, CLLH15, CYK+11, CAS16,
DVB14, DVM17, DC15b, DJWS11, Fer14, GFC18, GB16, Han11, HSL+14,
HYC18, KSSB13, Kar12, KC15, KveES11, LQW17, LFLG14, LF14a, LLW+16,
LCLX16, LL12, MLY+14, MR10, MH15, NYH+14, PLW+15, Pri15, RG15,
RBG18, SK18, Soo10a, SSVS18, SB19, TYWZ12, TZ15, TW16,
Tsa11, Tsa15, Veu10, WX13, Xie15, YCL+13a, YLY+14, YWG14, YK11,
YPK13, ZH10, ZG17a, ZW+W+15, ZWW+16, ZLN+13, ZDZ+15].
Triadic [Mes11, TB19, WBX+17]. trial [KCT+17]. trials [AAB+13, TK16],
triangular [GHT16]. tribology [EBK16]. tribute [GZ18, LWB18a]. TRIF
[PG12]. trilateral [Wad16, Wad17, Wad18]. Tripe [Chu14, CP14, IL14b,
KZS19, KP12a, KP12b, KHJ+12, KPSL12, LPL14, MGMW14, Par14b,
Par14c, Sko14, ZZP+14a, HMK+12, KCP12, Par14a, PM18, SLK12, Yoo15].
Triple-Helix [LPL14, SLK12]. TRIZ [ZZPG14, ZZP+14a]. Tropical
[VSS12, GVGSEPRC15, STCRPA18]. true [Har16b]. Trump [AM18]. trust
[ACT18]. trustworthiness [WAT16]. truth [Mue18]. Tsallis [AdAdAM10].
Turing [Fie15b]. Turkey
[SSAG16, CA18, DB0+18, DT16, KKCG18, KJ14, OMA15]. Turkic [SC18].
Turkish [AÇA+14, BGG+13, Dem18, Gar15, KKE13, Oze12a]. turn
[ACORC10, BCC+17, KN15]. turnaround [Yur18c]. turnover [Har16b].
tweeted [VH17, ZW18b]. tweeters [HBS+19]. tweeting [Ort16]. tweets
[AM18, LF17, Sni16, VHY18, dW15]. twentieth [BCC+17].
Twenty [CG18b, TW16, WOW13, CAS16, GZ18, SCGZR16]. Twenty-five
[TW16, GZ18, SCGZR16]. Two-dimensional [LYG12, NJ10]. two-exponent
[cTnHwH17]. Two-phase [KGY+17]. two-stage [BND11, LKS+14, WDP11].
two-step [EC16]. two-year [Cam11]. Type
[Abb13, BHH18, BPVM11, CCM+11, CV15, Don17, Egg11c, Egg14b, Glà12,
JN11, LQGQ13, MR13, Rou12a, SZMS18, Sch12b, YWL16, Yu17]. Types
[VG17, GD11, HP10, KBT14, KWW15, MK18, Pnu10, RP17b, Soo17, SH18,
TSRGCJC14]. typical [SVS18, WYY11]. typically [AC13]. typology
[SK11].
University-owned [CD14]. university-research [GGG14].
University-sponsored [Che15]. Unravelling [ATCCAAB19]. unrelated
[CSC12, CC12b, GRSFV14a]. Unseen [WW12]. Unsupervised [WLPH14].
unusable [Pen19]. unusual [The18d]. Unveiling
[AMMT16, CKB+14, Keg15]. unwarranted [Pol16a]. update [HM15c].
updated [APYS13, CCLL14]. Updating [Rou12b]. upflow [ZLT+14]. upon
[CC12b]. ups [SRP13]. URAP [AÇA+14]. URAP-TR [AÇA+14]. urban
USA [CGZ10, Dya17a, Dya17b, KKGC18, MT13b, TJD14, The18d,
WMW+13, YXW18, ZYG15]. usability [WAT16]. Usage
[Che18a, GG15a, GGS14, MBL18, WFXZ14, CG17, CG18a, GKF17,
KCT+17, MF14, SG10, WLMF15a, WLMF15b, ZLTY18]. Use
[AT17, AT18, EGU10, GWS15, MS16b, SMM+19, SS14, AL12, BI18a, BW10,
BWD12, BL18, CP12b, CH15, CP16, CF18, Das16, GBM+16, GW17, HC14a,
Hon12, JKS15, KD18, KPL19, KSB11, Ksk16b, LS17a, LWB16, LRY18,
MBTKA14, MM17a, MM17b, FYH16, PW17, PHDC16, Rod16, RNB19,
SB15, Sch15c, SPD17, TÜ10, Web16, Yon14, dSD18b, dSD18c, dCdSNB15].
used [AD16, BD12b, BG17, Fuk17, Hal13, MCR+12, SLISC17, The18a].
useful [Agu12, Hsi11, MBA13, QZZ17, Sch14a, The17a, dS18]. Usefulness
[Tur16, BT19, YK14, ZHG16]. users [APYS13, CCLL14].
users [PLJ18, Tri10]. Using
[ATJ16, AODFC12, BW18+18, CWL10, CL11, Che11, CC12b, CyPP12,
DAMC15, FSLR10, FA10, GT11, GT12, GT17, Ham14, ILB11, MK18,
MOO17, RHMH17, RR17, RGGBV16, SCDZ16, Sch16, YLL+15c, dSAEE15,
BMM17, BAS16, BHL+10, BYY18, BS16, BNV11, BB17b, CWJBT10,
CBWJ18, Cam11, Cam17, Car16, CS10, CZPR17, CC10a, CLHH10,
CRZGVMA15, CQ816, DGPL15, Doc11a, Doc11b, DGF17, EDEH16, Fan18,
FMP17b, FH13, FH16, GGR11, GRS16, GP14, GKY12, GSKM17, GBH16,
GHA+16, GR14, GHvdb12, Hal14, HHZ14, HII+18, HS18K, HB17a, HB18a,
H17d, HFL14, HWS18, H1C14b, hHC15, HCS+15, HHA+16, IA19,
IMSK14, IB15, KMD+18, KLP17, KWM+18, KD14, KP12a, KLPP16,
KP12b, KKK+14, Kol12, KN15, Lax10, LKS15, LFLG14, LJJ+16, MY16,
MJHG13, Mdfadan+14, MT13a, MKHB15a, MKHB15b, dBONM+19]. using
[OROMAA16, PYK12, PYK13, PY14, Par15, PLJ18, PP18, Pra10a, PMN16,
Pra18e, RJ14, Rod16, RBC+10, SGM+16, SR16, SAI17, SKCK14, Sma11,
SJO18, SYLC17, TCC17, TT13, TE18, VH16, wWHR18, WLP14,
XCS+16, YCL+13a, YK11, YK12, YPK13, YLJ+17, YYLW14, Yur15,
ZL19S, ZHMX14, ZW1+18, ZP16, dCPRP18, vEW17]. USPC [WSH16].
USPTO [LKR14, LZC17, WLY14]. utilisation [KM18a]. utility
[CRBRG+18, HV18a, Hei19, Shi14]. utilization [HDW+15, YQX10].

vaccines [CSR+18]. Validating [LTG12, RPNC13, YK14]. validation
[EO14, LZW10, Rya16, TZG15, ZJLG10]. validity
[BD10b, Bor18, GP13, HLI8, JOGC17, Nii17, TYYW16]. valuable [dSM17].
Value [FESD11, Bak17, BD12a, BK10, BZBLP16, CO10, CSC13, CSC14, Cop18, FMS17, FSAB10, LS17a, LS16, LPL16, LD16, Mes11, MMSS11, NF13, PJY17, Pra12d, Sch11a, SA16, SDS14b, TB19, TSG13, THB18, YLL+15c].

value-added [MMSS11], valued [CFSSP16, Sch15c, Van10], values [CL13, Tol12], Vanadium [CRLMRPA17], Vanclay [Jac12, PG12, Zit12].

Variability [ADD14b, PRRC15, vdBBdK16]. variables [ASPF+16, Sch15c, VEJC+18a]. variance [HAL11]. variant [BIL15].

variants [uARA19, LWT16, RAA18]. Variation [ADM14, AKB+10, BF17, Fan18, SL12b]. variety [Ley15b, Ley18, TYWZ12].

various [HCL14, LCC12]. vary [WYB+17]. varying [ILBG14]. Vector [CFSSP16, LSC10, SML16, VACCAJ18]. Vector-Space [LSC10].

Vector-valued [CFSSP16]. vegetable [TFJD14]. vehicle [HSLP14, YSY+13, ZZ14]. velocity [GPN14]. Venezuela [CRV12]. venue [SBT18]. verification [Par15]. vernacular [SSdOS17], versions [BI18a, BM12a, Moe16a, dSD18b, dSD18c].

versus [ADD10, ADD17b, BD16a, BG3+16, BSBG18, BWD12, Cam11, Cam17, GF17, GG15a, GGS14, GWBSVWB13, Hsi11, HBDL18, JX13, KM15c, LO12, MBR+13, Ran09, SMLHCP17, SL17, SKM15, SVS18, TK17, WAT16, dWZD14]. vertically [Kw18]. via [AUS12, DLGP16, GSM+16, Iwa17, LGD11, LTK+18, Xie15, ZZFD18a].


Viewing [PPE14, Pin15]. viewpoint [YK14]. views [LLX+18, dW15]. violating [WZ17]. virtual [HHA+16]. virus [EDEH16]. Visibility [DCGZ+12, Kim10, ADD16, AR18, ATM16, CRMdMA15, CP12c, Dor17, EMSH16, EGR13, HP18, LPL12, LML11, MGM+17, PQG14, SLO17, SLH18].

visible [LM11, Tei11, VVN16]. vision [ERW12, FSOS12]. visual [CZV10, NH11, PC18]. Visualization [Liu13, Sch12a, CL16, GY12, HZ17, KZC16, Kor19, KS17, KdBBKB15, Ley15a, SZD16, SB19, SYLC17, WKHS19, Xie15, YWC12, ZCMVQS11].

visualizations [DGB18, DGF17]. Visualized [JNA18, LW15]. Visualizing [ACD14, BHH18, Fan15b, LYL15, LM16, NSC13, WPW+14, ZW11, ZH17, ALYZ15, BHL+10, B13b, KMP11a, Ley11a, PROGMA10]. vitae [BCT19].


wars [IJF16]. Warsaw [KBL15]. waste
[ACD13, CJY+15, LFLG14, RJ14, YCL+13a, YCL+13b]. wastewater
[ZWW+15]. Watch [RV18a, RV18b]. Water
[WYH10, CWAH13, DSG+15, HC16b, WXZ+16, YYS+10, ZLL+15].
watershed [GG14]. way [KLL14, MCR+12, Moe10, RGGBV16]. ways
[Har13b, PRR16, Sch13a]. Weak [PNS+10, CO10, MS15b]. weak-links
[MS15b]. weakest [Lin10]. weaknesses [LKY17]. wealth
[Hor18, Kor19, PL18, Pra17b]. weapons [ACMP13]. weather [AM18]. Web
[Har13c, Mko10, EYS+13, BLC15, BPJ+14, CL16, GRSFVdMA14, GWS15,
KB14, LP12, LAS14, Lor14, MBTKA14, Moo15, OMR14, SMY15, SK14b,
TCH+15, YXQ10, YS13, AT18, AKZK13, ABMB17, AL12, Ard12, BI10b,
BI18b, BBDS+14, BBJS16, Cam18, Che18a, CP12c, DBO+18, DNAH15,
Don17, DGG17, Fra10, GFG13, GRSFV+14c, GY12, Gau17, GK18,
HA16, HBB18, Hol10, HSPY15, IWK18, Jac12, Jac18, JLL10,
LCR13, LRY18, MMMLC18a, MB15, MF14, ML10, MSB18, MAA18,
MPH16, PHDC16, RAM18, VR12, WFS16, Wil15, ZCL14, ZHL19, dWZD14].
web-based [AYS+13, CL16, Moo15]. web-citations [BPJ+14].
Web-of-Science [LCR13]. webometric
[AOFU10, Ag112, Fan15a, Hol10, The12]. Webometrics
[KÖG12, KG13, CP14, KPI2a, KLPP16, MOA16b, Lor14]. website
[KBT15, MBA13]. websites [OMOR13b, PQG14]. Wechat [ZW17b]. week
[BHD11]. Wegener [ARE+18]. Weighted [Abb11, Abb13, ACC+16,
CGKB18, EG16, FSSPG+15, LGPC18, LSS15, LSS16, Yur18a, Zha17, Zyc10].
weighting [AW11, CTT+19, MBSB17]. weights [ACP12, DQ11, NF13].
welfare [GMJ+17, KKBW17]. well
[KHA17, OCM+12, Tor13, ZCW14, ZHG16]. well-adjusted [OCM+12].
well-being [Tor13]. West [Még13a, Még13c, Olev12]. Western
[Bai18, Geo17]. Whatever [SS18]. Where
[GE11, KGB+18, TSB15, ZG12a, ZW18a, AC13, Glä15, Koz15, Laa14, Tol11].
Which [BG18, Ch14, MHTB17, MT15, TK17, ADC12, CL13, DGDG15,
GRSFVMB12, KM18c, WLF15, CMO11]. white [JSZ13]. Who
[CC16, EC16, HH17b, JSZ12, Kwi18, XG18, XYH18, YHL+18, Zhu17,
AC12, BC13b, BL11b, FB10, GRSFV16a, San18, VH17]. whom [IDK17].
wide [CCM+11]. wide-scale [CCM+11]. wider [JDH12]. widespread
[Sch15a, Wu18]. Wikipedia [PB17b, SLISC17]. Wil [Ben11]. Will
[CGPT15, APPS15, JC11, PG12, RRLNAG15]. willingness [PR15]. Wind
[SLISC17, GY15, SCGZSL+13]. window [Cam11, HC14b, SL13, Wan13].
windows [CLHH10, HC16c]. wine [ATCCAB19]. winners [HA17b]. winners
[FC15b, GW10a, Har13d, HR17, MSYW12]. winning
[CMT18, MTA+18, SBB16]. wins [Ano12c, Ano14, Ano17a, KL16].
withdrawal [QA18]. Within [PRRC15, ADD14b, ACFL11, APT13, Ama16,
BKG16, BL15, CGV12, CyPP12, DLPG16, HFW+14, LC18, LMR16,
MWH14, PYW18, Pra17b, RPM10, Shi14, UMK14, ZRY+12, ZB12].
Within- [PRRC15]. without [HLW18, KKS+17, Lyk18, WST14]. woke
[HH17b]. Wolfgang [Pen19]. Women
[FB10, PFDL17, DVB15, GKI14, HC14a, HAJ12, IMHG12, IMH13, KPS12, 
KK13, NH14, yTNL17, VCC12, ZCMVQS11]. won [MSYW12]. word
[AW11, CDM18, Dan14, DVB14, FZZ17, GW15a, HHD13, KDI18, LSS15, 
LSS16, LHCH18, LHW12, OGOPPR17, RAS15, RFGBM13, WZS12, 
WLLL12, WCL14, WZW15, Xie15, YLL15b, YWC12, ZL17, ZSY13].
Word2Vec [HWQ18]. words [Zit15]. Work
[MHC15, WKK16, ARK15, BSMD11, CSO17, Hol14, Lyk18, MAA18, 
NCG19, Par15, RH18, SBB16, SJOC18, Tor13]. Workbench [BHL10].
workflows [GWP16, MFF16]. working [BM14b, PCCR18, PRRC16, Tod14].
works [Hol13b, KMS16, MM14b, MHTB17, ZFDD18b]. workshop
[Ano11, Ano15]. World [GAGT15, SFM16, ADV11, AZSA14, AZSA16, 
ACRC17, BMM14, BPJ14, BPGDMA12, hCyL12, Doc13, GZ18, GB14b, 
GS12, HZH14, HYLY12, HLY14, HW10, JBMRI1, Kor19, LP12, LJJ16, 
Mat12, Moel17, Osl10, Ple18, RY14, SC18, SUP15, SH15c, TYY16, Veu10, 
ZHX10, ZGL14, ZWH13, HH17c, PP11, SH15b]. world-class [LP12].
world-leading [Osw10]. Worldwide [WW15, XZZ15, Hal13, LVS18].
worst [HS16a]. Worsening [Pau10]. worst [SR16]. WoS
[Chel1a, GKI18, BRL1a, MAB18, SOBM16]. Wray [Pet18b].
Writing [AS18a, HC15a, HC16a, Lei16, MC15, OK13]. written
[BHJD12, Har16b, MSLW12, XLL14]. wrong [Cha17b]. wronged
[vRvLV11].

X [Saf13, Sch15c]. X-centage [Sch15c].

Year [BT18c, Egg14b, MR13, MHTB17, BHL18, Cam11, CH15, DMB17, 
HAI17a, Hou17, KKT18, LGH14, ML18, MB14, MDDG17, PKR15, 
TBW12, vdBBlK16, BT18b]. Year-based [Egg14b, MR13]. yearly
[Fan18]. Years [WB15, AER14, AAG14, AP16, Bar11, CAS16, CG18b, 
DWGL16, EBR16, HLSC18, JDI15, KGB18, MGT14, OHT10, PHBN15, 
RBBG18, SMF18, Sn16, SRP13, The18c, Tod14, VACCA18, WLC17, 
WOW13, WS13b, YWG14, ZLG15, dCdSN15]. Yes [MRLW15, Mou15b].
Yesterday [GN17]. young [CSS16, HL15, KY16, Kos15, QZL17].
younger [VR18]. Yugoslavia [IJF16]. Yugoslav [IJF16, JIR10].

z [Ano18b]. Zealand [HH10]. Zentralblatt [CB15]. zeros [HB18a]. Zipf
[Aus14b, ANFF16, LAL15]. ZnO [ARM13]. Zoonoses [VSS12]. zoonotic
[HKWC15].
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